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The Prelude and David Copperfield reveal strikingly

similar patterns of their heroes' development from boyhood

to manhood; the idiosyncrasy of their growth can be found in

its retrogressive rather than progressive aspect. In these

stories of growing-up, neither the poet of The Prelude nor

David in David Copperfield ever really renounces his younger

self. Each hero survives in the world by surviving as a

child, by keeping his child-self alive in the imaginative

world he creates. Both heroes' experiences of the world do

not carry them far enough from the world of innocence.

Instead, their life-journey ends where it started, making a

complete circle with their ultimate return to childhood.

Both books underscore the "unchangeability" of the

hero's state of mind, which, in itself, subverts their own

contention: the hero's development which inevitably

involves the concept and process of change.

In both works, the process of the heroes' humanization

is complete in their own terms, their emphatic (but empty)

pronouncement of their love of men and their concern for the

world. Ironically, what the two books actually present is



the figure of the hero who either never approaches others

closely enough (The Prelude), or, if he does, who never gets

involved with others deeply enough (David Copperfield) and

remains aloof observing the world at a "fit-distance."

Others appear only to serve the hero's emotional needs.

The limit of The Prelude and David Copperfield as the

bildungsroman lies in the fact that they do not present

examples of heroes in their full maturity; and that they do

not provide any resolution of the question: how a piece of

literature--as a human documentary and not merely a

fictitious story--might help an individual to come to terms

with unpleasant realities instead of developing life-long

habits of evasion.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

We all want to be "something" to ourselves and to

others. In David Copperfield's terms, we expect to be "the

heroes of our own lives" although we may have several heroes

in the process of our lives. At the same time, it is true

that without a clear self-concept and the sense of security,

we can not simply exist, as the authors of ourselves, in a

rapidly changing and extremely individualistic modern

society. Here lies the ontological background for the

universal appeal of the Romantic motif of the search for

"self-identity" in literature.

If nineteenth-century English literature can be

characterized as what Carlyle called, "these

Autobiographical times of ours," and provides its writers

with all kinds of justification--in terms of the

unprecedented changes in its political, social, economic,

educational, and religious milieu--for the vogue of the

bildungsroman, that demand for the individual attempt to

seek to place the changeful self in the perspective of its

origins and to realize a sense of stability in a rapidly

changing world becomes greater than ever before at the end

of the twentieth century. In this respect, it will be

1
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meaningful as well as interesting to reilluminate how the

two great writers of the previous century, William

Wordsworth and Charles Dickens, tried to solve that dilemma

of searching for self-identity in their widely acknowledged

autobiographical works, The Prelude and David Copperfield,

respectively. By juxtaposing these works, which belong to

different literary genres as well as different literary

periods, we will be able to have some simultaneous insight

into what E. M. Forster calls in Aspects of the Novel "the

essential aspect of life" that the writers share with one

another beyond time and space (26-39).

As far as The Prelude and David Copperfield are

concerned, one of the most rudimentary and frequent

controversies among critics has been the question of to what

extent these works are true to the real experiences of their

authors. There can be no argument about the confessional

elements of these works. Setting apart Goethe's claim that

all of his own works were "fragments of one Great

Confession" (Westburg xiv), in a broad sense, every single

work of every writer has some sort of confessional element

since a piece of literature is inevitably rooted in its

author's experiences in life.

Especially, our understanding of The Prelude and David

Copperfield is undoubtedly increased by our knowledge of the

biographical facts of Wordsworth and Dickens, in view of all

"too obvious" biographical elements in these works. For
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instance, Wordsworth himself clarifies the autobiographical

implications of The Prelude, in his letter to Sir George

Beaumont, 25 December 1804, by referring to it as "a Poem

. . . on my earlier life or the growth of my own mind"

(Letters 1: 518). In a letter to T. N. Talfourd, 11 April

1839, Wordsworth calls it "a long poem upon the formation of

my own mind" (qtd. in The Prelude: A Parallel Text 17). It

is, however, in his Preface to the 1814 edition of "The

Excursion" that Wordsworth describes fully the biographical

significance of The Prelude:

The preparatory poem [The Prelude] is

biographical, and conducts the history of the

Author's mind to the point when he was emboldened

to hope that his faculties were sufficiently

matured for entering upon the arduous labour which

he had proposed to himself.

(Wordsworth: Poetical Works 589)

In Dickens's case, in addition to his claim that he

felt, after completing David Copperfield, as if he were

"sending some part of myself into the Shadowy World"

(Johnson 2: 676), we have ample biographical evidence in the

novel itself to the extent that the novel presents several

passages paraphrased from Dickens's autobiographical

fragment which he gave to his friend and biographer, John

Forster. And Forster, in The Life of Charles Dickens,

describes the autobiographical fragment as the predecessor
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of the novel: ". . . it was not until several months later,

when the fancy of David Copperfield, itself suggested by

what he had so written of his early troubles, began to take

shape in his mind, that he abandoned his first intention of

writing his own life" (1: 23).

But the problem is that almost every confession, by its

nature, is suspected to involve partial lies, and that

autobiographies can be fictive at any moment. As Robert

Tracy asserts in his article, "Stranger than Truth:

Fictional Autobiography and Autobiographical Fiction," the

autobiographer "uses the techniques of prose fiction, and

imposes upon the confusing crosscurrents of a life a

discernible pattern--a life is made sense of. . . . By

imposing a theme upon his life, the autobiographer applies

the disciplines of imaginative literature rather than those

of absolute historical veracity" (275-76). Thus, whenever

it is necessary, he can separate himself--"his own living,

breathing, suffering, and potentially embarrassing self"

(Tracy 276)--from his protagonist, and watch him follow the

pattern of a written memory.

Especially when an autobiographical account of an

author is a piece of literature, it is, as Susan Langer

says, "completely transformed by the poetic imagination, so

that the person called 'I' is simply a character so called.

Every event may have its model in the author's actual

memory, and every character be a portrait; but a portrait is
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not a sitter--not even a self-portrait" (296). The fact

that neither The Prelude nor David Copperfield was intended

to be a "direct" autobiography justifies the author's

freedom not only of deliberate selection of his experiences,

but also of imaginative re-creation of his material. In

Avrom Fleishman's terms, "the stage" of an autobiographical

fiction "is set in favor of the (author], who acts as both

narrator and protagonist, source of the information and

manipulator of the events" (73). No matter how deeply the

author identifies himself with his literary creation, as

Donna M. Perry points out, "that creation exists apart from

its creator as his . . . imaginative reconstruction of the

self one would like to be" (34). These two works are, at

best, the fictional autobiographies of their authors; they

are instead the autobiographies of their protagonists. Each

work "has its own integrity and speaks to us in its own

aesthetic terms" with its own argument "coherent and self-

sustaining" (Buckley, Season of Youth 6), so that we may not

miss the point of the text even if we neglect all the

author's biographical implications in it.

No matter whose autobiographies these works may be,

either their authors' or their protagonists', my concern in

these works is with the problem of maturity. Perhaps there

are several different ways to define the term, "maturity."

According to A Dictionary of General Psychology: Basic

Terminology and Key Concepts, it is defined as follows:
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A quality, or state of being fully developed. A

mature person is one who is not only physically

mature but is emotionally, intellectually,

spiritually, and socially mature. Some of the

mature traits or attitudes are objectivity, poise,

self-respect, integrity, responsibility, and moral

and ethical stands of excellence in terms of

behavior and adjustment. (Heidenreich 99)

In addition to this, our general assumption of maturity is

that in literature as well as in life, for a person to be

truly mature, he must exhibit "a clear sense of selfhood,"

"a realistic view of the world, as opposed to a view

attained by superimposing a certain world-view upon the

situation," and "an acceptance of the responsibilities

attendant upon an understanding of the self and its position

in the world" (Anderson 2).

In a sense, every hero in literature, as in life, has

the right to be "the centre of the whole world," to himself.

Anthony Trollope summarizes this essentially egocentric

nature of human beings in his work, Can You Forgive Her, as

follows:

Every man to himself is the centre of the whole

world;--the axle on which it all turns. All

knowledge is but his own perception of the things

around him. All love, and care for others, and

solicitude for the world's welfare, are but his
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own feelings as to the world's wants and the

world's merits. (2: 35)

But if the main concern of the bildungsroman is the "growth"

of its hero, "the development of an innocent and well-

intentioned young man as he progresses through the

experience of trial, error and suffering towards a deeper

understanding of life and the fullest realization of his

potential" (Gilmour, The Victorian Age 17), what we expect

from that kind of book is a convincing story of the hero's

"movement from blinding subjectivism . . . to a more

relatively self-denying objectivity" (Halperin v). How does

it deal with the theme of "the moral and psychological

expansion of [its hero] who begins in self-absorption and

moves, through the course of a tortuous ordeal of education,

to more complete self-knowledge" (Halperin v)? How does it

fit Susanne Howe's definition of the bildungsroman, the work

of "all-around development or self-culture" with "a more or

less conscious attempt on the part of the hero to integrate

his powers, to cultivate himself by his experience"

(Buckley, Season of Youth 13)? These are some of the

fundamental questions that can be asked by the reader who

assumes the maturity of the hero, his "all-round

development," to be an eventual outcome of a bildungsroman.

In his introduction to Season of Youth: The

Bildungsroman from Dickens to Golding, Jerome H. Buckley

refers to The Prelude for a full explanation of the English
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bildungsroman genre. He presents Wordsworth as the writer

"who first gave prolonged and serious attention to each

stage of the imagination, to boyhood, maturity, and the

darker space between" (2),, and who, by the end of Book 12 of

The Prelude (1805), had achieved "the 'healthy' imagination

of his maturity and was ready to begin his epic" (3-4).

Buckley finds the final appeal of the poem in its "bold

assumption that the 'I' may speak for all humanity and that

a painstaking account of the growth of the poet's own mind

will necessarily reveal much that is characteristic of the

whole mind of man" (7).

As its subtitle, "Growth of A Poet's Mind," indicates,

The Prelude is primarily a record of the development of a

poet, in which the poet himself tells how he begins his

boyhood communing with nature; how, in his youth, his

innocence and faith in human nature are put to the test in

social environments; and how, after the long period of

disillusionment, he eventually emerges as a wiser adult.

The Prelude, in Geoffrey Hartman's terms, is a

"Bildungsroman that takes the child from solipsism to

society and from his unconsciously apocalyptic mind,

dreaming of an utterly different world, to a sense of

realities" (16).

The problem, however, is that The Prelude is "not . .

structured in its entirety around a model of 'growth' and

'development"' (Ellis 134). Throughout the whole poem, the
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emphasis is placed on the idea of the "true self" as a

birthright which is developed in childhood and then has to

be protected from contamination. Although this "true self"

is temporarily challenged by involvement in the world, the

poet undergoes little change as he himself acknowledges in

Book 10 (All references to The Prelude are to the version of

1805 unless otherwise noted.): "I was no further changed /

Than as a clouded, not a waning moon" (917-18). In short,

The Prelude does not show the full growth of the poet as "a

man speaking to men." What the poem portrays is the figure

of the poet who remains in his visionary solipsism, neither

coming out of his self-imposed world of delusion, nor coming

to terms with the world. As opposed to what Buckley claims,

the poet's "sublimity" does not "transcend his egotism"

(Season of Youth 7).

David Copperfield is another bildungsroman which does

not show the full-fledged picture of its hero as a mature

man. There are a good number of "conventional, non-

psychologically oriented 'moralistic' critics of David

Copperfield" such as Buckley, George Ford, and Sylvere Monod

who have shown a continuous tendency "to overstate the case

for David's growth, learning, and personal development

toward a mature, adult state in which 'the undisciplined

heart' will no longer hold sway" (Hirsch 1). Especially,

Gwendolyn B. Needham's "The Undisciplined Heart of David

Copperfield" is a classic study, in which the author points
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out that David Copperfield is the novel about David's

education into life, his acquisition of a firm character,

and his development of a disciplined heart. Needham even

makes a comment that

Dickens's study of emotional maturity deals with

simple fundamentals [discipline and natural

goodness]; a more complex and profound study could

hardly be expected from a man who apparently never

learned to discipline his heart. (107)

But an "easy optimism" of these critics "on the subject of

David's growth to maturity [seems) finally inadequate to

describe the complexity and psychological verisimilitude of

this book" (Hirsch 1). According to Barry Westburg, "some

themes like the disciplining of the heart--the narrator's

explicit discussion of it being one of the most forgettable

parts of Copperfield--need to be seen as almost

epiphenomena" (73). John Jones puts the same idea in this

way: "When [Dickens] suggests . . . that Copperfield is

really about 'the mistaken impulse of an undisciplined

heart,' we don't believe him; this is a clear case of 'Never

trust the artist, trust the tale'--the tale being not an

affair of Theme, of subjects, at all" (142).

Of course, there is no question that this novel is, on

the surface level, the story of David's development from

childhood to manhood. In this success story, David tells us

how he begins his life as a lonely and unhappy child; how,
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in his adolescence, he passes through the ordeals of his

life brought forth mainly by his undisciplined heart; and

how, after undergoing all the difficulties that happen in

and out of his life, he eventually emerges as the "hero of

his life," an artist who writes his own story. Perhaps, we

miss the whole point of the novel if, as Buckley claims, "we

forget that David Copperfield is designed as a Bildungsroman

and fail to see that almost every character and incident may

have some final relation to the development of the hero"

(Season of Youth 35). As Monod suggests, "Dickens might

also have called the book 'The Growth of a Novelist's Mind'

in emulation of Wordsworth's subtitle for The Prelude"

(317).

But a careful rereading of the text makes the reader

hesitate considerably in admitting the presupposed notion of

David's eventual maturity since it is extremely difficult to

find the clues showing his "all-around development."

Instead, the characteristics of David's development can be

found in its circular rather than linear pattern: his

constant (and ultimate) retreat to his childhood.

Underneath the appearance of the adult David, a wise man of

strong will and determination, lies the inner self of David,

an elderly child who never outgrows his emotional need for

and dependence upon a mother figure. In spite of his own

pompous gesture that he became "a better man" (788),, David

remains a child who must be provided for. What he calls
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"happiness" is simply the euphemism for his "egotistical

sublimity," which is given at the cost of others'

sacrifices.

In both stories of boys' growth into manhood, "the

Child is father of the Man." The idiosyncrasy of their

growth can be found in its retrogressive rather than

progressive aspect. Neither the poet of The Prelude nor

David in David Copperfield ever really renounces his younger

self. If they experience what Buckley calls "privileged

moments of insight, epiphanies, spots of time, when the

reality of things breaks through the fog of delusion"

(Season of Youth 22),, it is only to "forge" another world of

delusion, an edifice of identity, in the world where a

threat to the wholeness of the self is too intimidating. In

each case, the hero's assertion of and his quest for self

have yielded "a self which can only be charted through the

illusion of stability and wholeness" (Ferguson 150-51).,

which is the product of the power of imagination, the hero's

willful displacement of reality with the self-creating

ideality.

Unlike this paper's innovative approach to the

Wordsworthian counterpart, however, the critical concern

with David's growth itself is not a new one. Sally Smith

Anderson, in her dissertation which was written in 1967,

"Dickens and the Problem of Maturity: Dombey and Son, David

Copperfield, Bleak House, Great Expectations, and Our Mutual
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Friend," raises a question of David's "arrested development"

(37) and traces it back to the biographical facts of his

creator. Anderson explains David's arrested development in

terms of "his lack of self-reliance, his emotional

immaturity, his restless seeking after a woman upon whom he

can depend, and his final failure to develop into an

independent and mature person" (44).

James Russell Kincaid, in his dissertation, "A Critical

Study of David Copperfield, " points out David's lack of real

concern about others as well as his lack of sense of

reality: his inability to reconcile with the world and

constant withdrawal into an unreal world of fantasy without

the acknowledgment of even the actuality of his withdrawal.

Kincaid emphasizes the delusive nature of David's perception

to the extent that he finds the greatness of the novel in

"its power of deception" (260). A. 0. J. Cockshut, too, in

The Imagination of Charles Dickens, comments on the novel's

"marked tendency to fantasy" (115) and "a romantic

immaturity" of David (118), indicating that "all the

criticism of Dora's feathery self-centredness cannot hide

the fact that the book's emotional life is largely Dora-ish"

(122),, and that "the mature David is at times hardly more

than an overgrown childish David" (123).

Gwen Watkins, in a psychoanalytical study of Dickens,

Dickens in Search of Himself: Recurrent Themes and

Characters in the Work of Charles Dickens, provides
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psychological grounds for the understanding of the emotional

matrix of David's immaturity, which traces back to the loss

of the maternal love in his early childhood. Gordon D.

Hirsch, in an article "A Psychoanalytic Rereading of David

Copperfield, " finds the ultimate value of the novel in his

assessment that "The book is more faithful to psychological

reality and life itself, perhaps, than to any single thesis

about personal growth and development" (5), calling the

reader's attention to the "partial and incomplete"

development of the hero. Hirsch concludes the article with

a remark: "The close of the novel does not portray a David

who is fully mature and free from all neurosis, fantasy, and

conflict, but rather a David-author who has grown and

changed in some areas of his life, while he has reached an

impasse in others" (5).

Westburg, in The Confessional Fictions of Charles

Dickens, examines David's extraordinary preoccupation with

himself, his persistent obsession with the past, and his

search for self-identity by way of memory. Westburg regards

David's narcissism and his inability to forget the past as

the main obstacles to his growth. His assumption is that

the goal of maturity is "a true non-narcissistic

communication," which "would not be the delicious

commingling of identities that many lovers value, but rather

a meeting with others as other" (81); and that David cannot

"fully grow up (integrate his personality, objectify
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himself) until the immediate and prospective elements of

life become more powerful than what he drags behind with an

ever increasing weight" (100),.

Apart from many other studies related to the same

topic, it is true that each of these studies gives an

invaluable insight into our understanding of David's

incomplete development. Nevertheless, a comprehensive study

that reveals the entire picture of David's immaturity has

not been done yet. In this respect, it will be worthwhile

to attempt to present an all-round interpretation of the

theme by synthesizing, in a new light, all the diverse

aspects and particulars that are involved in David's

regressive growth.



CHAPTER II

THE PRELUDE

In Book 2 of The Prelude, there is a passage which

anticipates a central argument for the entire poem: "our

ability to make a transition from the first (and lost) love

object to object love" (Hartman 21).

Blest the infant Babe,

(For with my best conjecture I would trace

Our Being's earthly progress,) blest the Babe,

Nursed in his Mother's arms, who sinks to sleep

Rocked on his Mother's breast; who with his soul

Drinks in the feelings of his Mother's eye!

For him, in one dear Presence, there exists

A virtue which irradiates and exalts

Objects through widest intercourse of sense.

No outcast he, bewildered and depressed:

Along his infant veins are interfused

The gravitation and the filial bond

Of nature that connect him with the world.

Is there a flower, to which he points with hand

Too weak to gather it, already love

Drawn from love's purest earthly fount for him

Hath beautified that flower; already shades

Of pity cast from inward tenderness

16
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Do fall around him upon aught that bears

Unsightly marks of violence or harm.

(1850, 2.232-51)

In this passage, Wordsworth articulates the importance of

the maternal role in communicating the world to her child by

describing the infant's first perception of the world in

terms of "Drink(ing] in the feelings of his Mother's eye!"

As Frances Ferguson argues, "The gravitation and the filial

bond / Of nature that connect [the infant] with the world"

are "not gravity as a 'natural law,' not a self-evident

belief in animism" (135). Instead, the bond between the

infant and nature results from love between mother and

child, which is "so strong [as] to preclude the possibility

of the child's recognizing nature as something alien"

(Ferguson 135), and which beautifies the whole world. The

infant is "no outcast" since he perceives the world as one

with himself through his mother's love.

It is this feeling of harmony with the world that makes

the world a paradise for the child:

Oh, many a time have I, a five years' child,

A naked boy, in one delightful rill,

A little mill-race severed from his stream,

Made one long bathing of a summer's day,

Basked in the sun, and plunged, and basked again,

Alternate, all a summer's day, or coursed

Over the sandy fields, leaping through groves
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Of yellow groundsel; or, when crag and hill,

The woods, and distant Skiddaw's lofty height,

Were bronzed with a deep radiance, stood alone

Beneath the sky, as if I had been born

On Indian plains, and from my mother's hut

Had run abroad in wantonness to sport,

A naked savage, in the thunder-shower.

(1.291-304)

In this passage, it is obvious that the poet views his

boyhood as "a golden age of radiance and spontaneous life"

(Durrant 117). The innocent joy of the boy is fully

manifested in this bathing scene, where he is undergoing the

baptism of sun and water. Having no threat of separation,

the boy feels completely secure: he is naked, but unafraid

in the thunder-shower.

This paradisal state of the poet's boyhood, however,

does not seem to last long. Surprisingly enough, the whole

expression of the Edenic happiness stops with this single

episode; right after this passage, the poet jumps into an

account of his childhood and school-time, and from the five-

year-old child to the boy of nine. The sense of fear is

already introduced at this early stage of his life: "Fair

seed-time had my soul, and I grew up / Fostered alike by

beauty and by fear" (1.305-6); his boyhood is no longer

depicted as a paradise of "sheer joy." Thus, at the very

beginning of the poem, the poet establishes a theme for the
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entire story: how his innocent joy can be restored in the

process of his growing up.

Critics have related the poet's early sense of fear and

sense of "being left alone" to the early death of his

mother; this assumption is testified by the poet's own

words:

now a trouble came into my mind

From unknown causes. I was left alone

Seeking the visible world, nor knowing why.

The props of my affections were removed,

And yet the building stood, as if sustained

By its own spirit. . . . (2.291-96)

Now "a trouble came into [his) mind" with the death of his

mother because the imagination of unity and wholeness which

love asserts between the child and his love object collapses

with the death of the love object. As Charles J. Rzepka

points out, the loss of his mother, "the primary source of

his childhood identity," seems to "have exacerbated his

innate subjectivism and imbued him with an anxious sense of

his own immateriality" (34).

Then, the problem is how the loss of the boy's first

love object is compensated; many attempts have been made to

find in nature the basis of the poet's "all further

sublimation in growing up" (Hartman 26). But the view of

nature as the poet's first love-substitute, a surrogate

mother, is not convincing since nature, throughout the whole
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poem, is portrayed not only as a source for joy, hope, and

beauty, but also as an object of pain, fear, and terror

(Bostetter 20). It is especially noticeable that "the

strongest passages" in The Prelude are "devoted to Nature's

ministry of fear rather than her ministry of beauty"

(Hartman 3). In fact, the two famous spots of time, the

boy's robbery of birds' nests, the woodcock snaring, and his

encounter with the drowned man--all these episodes are

connected with the terrifying force of nature, as

exemplified in the stolen boat incident:

She was an elfin pinnace; lustily

I dipped my oars into the silent lake,

And, as I rose upon the stroke, my boat

Went heaving through the water like a swan;

When, from behind that craggy steep till then

The horizon's bound, a huge peak, black and huge,

As if with voluntary power instinct

Upreared its head. I struck and struck again,

And growing still in stature the grim shape

Towered up between me and the stars, and still,

For so it seemed, with purpose of its own

And measured motion like a living thing,

Strode after me. . . . (1850, 1.373-85)

In the above passage, Nature does not provide any

consolation to the guilt-stricken boy. On the contrary, the

boy's own sense of guilt transforms the neutral scene of
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nature into a formidable object: the high peak, simply

hidden by the nearer hill until it is revealed as the boat

is rowed from the shore, becomes a "living thing" which

pursues him, rearing up its head. In these circumstances,

Nature's role is merely to intensify the boy's fear and

loneliness; his sense of terror increases to the extent that

this spectacle remains in his mind "for many days," haunting

his dreams:

after I had seen

That spectacle, for many days, my brain

Worked with a dim and undetermined sense

of unknown modes of being; o'er my thoughts

There hung a darkness, call it solitude

Or blank desertion. No familiar shapes

Remained, no pleasant images of trees,

of sea or sky, no colours of green fields;

But huge and mighty forms, that do not live

Like living men, moved slowly through the mind

By day, and were a trouble to my dreams.

(1850, 1.390-400)

As this passage implies, the powerful image of Nature with

which the boy is frequently occupied is that of the "haunted

house," where he

would stand,

Beneath some rock, listening to sounds that are

The ghostly language of the ancient earth,
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Or make their dim abode in distant winds.

Thence did I drink the visionary power.

(2.326-30)

It is the mind itself rather than Nature that

transforms the boy's loneliness into "the self-sufficing

power of Solitude" (2.78) by incessantly reviving its

picture "with gleams of half-extinguish'd thought, / With

many recognitions dim and faint" ("Tintern Abbey" 59-62).

If nature can be the nurse, the guide, and the guardian of

the poet's heart, it is only because Nature derives its

significance and qualifications from the poet's mind. In

Hartman's terms, Nature is only "second best, a substitute

heaven" (27). Heaven is in his mind in such a moment as he

experiences the "fleeting moods / Of shadowy exultation"

(2.331-32) in his solitary walk "In storm and tempest, or in

starlights" (2.322):

Oft in these moments such a holy calm

Would overspread my soul, that bodily eyes

Were utterly forgotten, and what I saw

Appeared like something in myself, a dream,

A prospect in the mind. (1850, 2.348-52)

This concept of the mind's utter predominance over the

external world is virtually the key to the understanding of

the entire poem; if the poet's lost paradise is regained, it

is only through the power of the mind which cultivates

successfully "an ideal blindness" (Hartman 27),, in which he
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can "stay immune" no matter how tragic and depressing his

surroundings are.

The Prelude provides ample evidence of the envisioning

power of the mind; one of the earliest examples can be found

in the drowned man episode in Book 5, entitled "Books."

Here the poet describes a dreadful experience of his

boyhood, his encounter with a drowned man. At the moment

the boy sees the dead man, he is terrified to the extent

that he imagines the dead man rising "bolt upright" as a

ghostly apparition from the lake:

At length, the dead man, 'mid that beauteous scene

Of trees and hills and water, bolt upright

Rose with his ghastly face, a spectre shape--

Of terror even; and yet no vulgar fear,

Young as I was, a child not nine years old,

Possessed me, for my inner eye had seen

Such sights before among the shining streams

Of fairyland, the forests of romance--

Thence came a spirit hallowing what I saw

With decoration and ideal grace,

A dignity, a smoothness, like the works

Of Grecian art and purest poesy. (470-81)

Considering the threatening effect of the stolen boat

incident, it is not difficult to imagine a young boy being

scared at encountering such a terrifying corpse. Strangely

enough, however, the poet writes, "no vulgar fear" possessed
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him; then, he explains how his imagination could transform

the external landscape before him into a landscape of

fairyland, thus spiriting away the terrifying moment of

reality.

For a nine-year-old boy, it seems to be healthy to rely

on the children's literature he had read in order to escape

a menacing reality. The intriguing thing is that, in

demonstrating the method of escape, the poet seems to be

attributing a similar efficacy to "the works / Of Grecian

art and purest poesy." our suspicion about the poet's view

of literature becomes stronger if we consider the context in

which the drowned man episode is put. An account of the

poet's experiences with the "Arabian Tales" immediately

succeeds this episode and is followed by a lengthy narrative

of his early reading (5.516-637), in which Wordsworth makes

it clear that literature--if not a means through which we

can escape the world entirely--is certainly a means by which

the world can be transformed almost beyond recognition. In

literature, reality has either a very small role or no role

at all, as shown in the following passage in which the poet

summarizes the transforming effect of the "works / Of mighty

Poets" (5.618-19):

Visionary power

Attends upon the motions of the winds

Embodied in the mystery of words;

There darkness makes abode, and all the host
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Of shadowy things do work their changes there

As in a mansion like their proper home.

Even forms and substances are circumfused

By that transparent veil with light divine,

And through the turnings intricate of verse

Present themselves as objects recognized

In flashes, and with a glory scarce their own.

(5.619-29)

If Wordsworth can speak of the "throne" of childhood

"that hath more power than all the elements" (5.531-33); and

if he can claim that he "sees / In simple childhood

something of the base / On which [man's] greatness stands"

and the "hiding-places of [his] power" (11.330-36), it is

because "the power concerned is a child's ability to escape

the realities of his world through various forms of fantasy"

(Ellis 103). In short, for Wordsworth, the most important

function of literature is to keep alive the childlike

instinct to deny or transform reality and create a world of

one's own; turning to childhood innocence is tantamount to

turning to childhood capability to create an imaginary

world. To create an ideality or insubstantiality through

childlike imagination--this is the rationale which lies

behind the poet's visionary solipsism.

To call Wordsworth a visionary solipsist, however, does

not mean that he is completely negligent of the truth that

"our lives are largely determined by our relations with
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other people" (Ellis 134). Rather, his deep social instinct

seems to remind him of the fact that the "real self" cannot

be saved at the expense of that innocent faith in human

nature with which he began his life. As far as its social

dimension is concerned, The Prelude--no matter how

celebratory its tone is--is chiefly a record of disappointed

expectations of a soul who struggles to find his place among

men. The question is how the poet's faith in human nature

is maintained, throughout his adolescence and adulthood, "in

these times of fear, / This melancholy waste of hopes

overthrown" (2.448-49). But the real answer to this

question can be found in the poet's attitude towards others,

which is profoundly related to his conviction of the "true

self."

To Wordsworth, the "true self"--synonymously used with

"natural self," "better self," and "real self"--implies the

"being" that surrenders itself to a spontaneous harmony with

natural powers working from within. It has nothing to do

with the realm of humanities since it is "essentially

disembodied--passive, detached, and observant, not active

and deliberate" (Rzepka 36); it emerges from what Wordsworth

calls "that serene and blessed mood" in which all physical

action is suspended, and the poet becomes a spiritual

entity:

--that serene and blessed mood,

In which the affections gently lead us on,
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Until, the breath of this corporeal frame

And even the motion of our human blood

Almost suspended, we are laid asleep

In body, and become a living soul . .

("Tintern Abbey" 42-47)

The opposite of the "true self" is the "unnatural self,,"

which is associated with public life and events: "That

burden of my own unnatural self / The heavy weight of many a

weary day" (1.23-24),, and with the "vast city," where he

"long had pined / A discontented sojourner" (1850, 1.7-8).

The poet's sense of confinement in the presence of others is

most emphatically expressed in the opening lines of The

Prelude, where he describes himself as

A captive . . . coming from a house

Of bondage, from yon city's walls set free,

A prison where he hath been long immured. (1.6-8)

Thus, in Book 3, "Residence at Cambridge," the reader

is not surprised to find the young poet who, in the midst of

the din of college life, suffers from the senses of fear and

alienation and habitually returns "Into (his] former self"

(97), creating an imaginary world around him:

I had a world about me--'twas my own;

I made it, for it only lived to me,

And to the God who looked into my mind. (143-45)

As in his boyhood, the poet is still the "Dreamer," and

others "the Dream" (3.28); it is in his solitude that the
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poet feels at home effacing the world before him and

"making" rather than finding "what he beholds"

Like a lone shepherd on a promontory

Who lacking occupation looks far forth

Into the boundless sea, and rather makes

Than finds what he beholds. . .

(1850, 3.516-19)

To the solipsistic Dreamer, "the surfaces of artificial

life" (3.590) could often seem a "hideous parade of empty

masks and mimes, forms without substance" (Rzepka 41).

People who pass in the street become "A second-sight

procession, such as glides / Over still mountains, or

appears in dreams" (7.601-2).

It is this visionary perception of the poet's mind that

characterizes his numerous encounters with others in London;

the blind beggar episode is simply one of those. Here the

poet describes

. . . a blind Beggar, who, with upright face,

Stood, propped against a wall, upon his chest

Wearing a written paper, to explain

The story of the man, and who he was.

(7.611-14)

Wordsworth sees the beggar as "a type, / Or emblem, of the

utmost that we know, / Both of ourselves and of the

universe" (7.617-19). And he looks on "the shape of the

unmoving man, / His fixed face and sightless eyes . . . / As
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if admonished from another world" (7.620-22). The beggar

inspires neither pity nor compassion in the poet's mind

since there is no true encounter: the beggar is observed,

but not approached or addressed. Like the old Cumberland

Beggar, the blind beggar is completely depersonalized and

reduced to the level of the phenomenal. Far from being

interested in the beggar's calamities, the poet seems to be

moved by his inhumanity and appropriates this figure for the

play of his own mind: the mind's "extraordinary freedom"

from "obligations to the actual circumstances and conditions

of what he sees," the "freedom to ignore whatever is

irrelevant to his sublime egotism" (Ferry 7).

A more dramatic example of such an encounter is shown

in the discharged soldier episode in Book 4. In this

episode, it is important to notice that, when the poet

happened to see the "uncouth shape" of a soldier, he was

walking along the quiet road at night, grasping the world

through his mind's eyes:

. . . did I steal along that silent road,

My body from the stillness drinking in

A restoration like the calm of sleep,

But sweeter far. Above, before, behind,

Around me, all was peace and solitude;

I looked not round, nor did the solitude

Speak to my eye, but it was heard and felt.

0 happy state! what beauteous pictures now
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Rose in harmonious imagery; they rose

As from some distant region of my soul

And came along like dreams . .

While thus I wandered, step by step led on,

It chanced a sudden turning of the road

Presented to my view an uncouth shape

So near that, slipping back into the shade

Of a thick hawthorn, I could mark him well,

Myself unseen. . . . (385-405)

To the poet who steals along the silent road in a kind of

hypnotic trance, the soldier can be seen only as one more of

the "beauteous pictures" that fill his mind, rising "As from

some distant region of [his] soul" and coming along "like

dreams." As Rzepka expatiates, "personality is submerged in

a visionary personification that reflects the power of the

appropriate imagination to assign transcendent meanings to

the objects of its perception" (57).

It is also noticeable that the epithets employed to

describe the soldier--"Of stature tall" (405), "Stiff,

upright, lank and lean" (407), "meagre" (398),, "ghastly"

(411), and "propped" up by a milestone (412)--resemble those

which depict the drowned man: "bolt upright," "ghastly

face," and "a spectre shape" (5.471-3). As Susan Wolfson

asserts, the soldier episode "becomes part of the extended

framing of the Drowned Man and yields peculiar intimations
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of the 'fear' the poet rejects for the boy's response in

Book 5" (921). The visionary transformation by which the

shock of the poet's encounter with the soldier is overcome

does not seem to be much different from the childhood

imagination through which the boy overcame his fear.

Moreover, the significance of this episode is increased

by the poet's insensitive response to the soldier. The

poet, to whom "feeling" is so important, does not seem to

consider the importance of others' feelings. Judging the

soldier "poor and unhappy," the poet demands him "to come

with [him]" in order to offer unsolicited aid. In the end

of this episode, the reader can not but feel sorry for the

poet's preoccupation with his own charity:

. . . he thanked me; I returned

The blessing of the poor unhappy man,

And so we parted. Back I cast a look,

And lingered near the door a little space,

Then sought with quiet heart my distant home.

(4.500-504)

Here, as in "Alice Fell," we are never given enough clues

for the "turmoil aroused by the tale" to be "resolved or

reconciled dramatically into a higher serenity"; it is

"simply pronounced resolved" (Bostetter 58). After all, as

in "Simon Lee," the poet seems to be more impressed by his

own charity than by the sufferings of his beneficiary. Now

self-satisfied and relieved, he can "pass by" in peace.
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As this episode shows, when Wordsworth speaks of his

love of men in The Prelude, it is with the voice of a

spectator, watching them through his visionary glass as if

from an observatory, or appropriating them for his own

benefit. Also, when he speaks of the human predicament, it

is no more than an empty chant, a mere philosophizing on

misery. The various human miseries that the poet encounters

in the turbulent life of London do not seem to disturb or

torment him. The storm of human suffering is beyond any

concern of the poet's. He simply stands detached and "draws

strength and even quiet satisfaction and pleasure from his

observation of the suffering of others" (Bostetter 54).

Home at Grasmere provides the key to this aloof attitude of

the poet:

if I oft

Must turn elsewhere--to travel near the tribes

And fellowships of men, and see ill sights

Of maddening passions mutually inflamed;

Must hear Humanity in fields and groves

Pipe solitary anguish; or must hang

Brooding above the fierce confederate storm

Of sorrow, barricadoed evermore

Within the walls of cities; may these sounds

Have their authentic comment; that even these

Hearing, I be not downcast or forlorn.

(MS. B, 810-20)
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Regardless of the human sufferings within the walls of

cities, the poet can "reach a lofty and victorious state of

mind" (Elton 42). Once the clouds of unfortunate "accidents

de parcours" (Ellis 135) have been blown away, the poet's

real self can stand revealed in all its original glory. In

Book 7, the poet describes a moving scene in which a poor

laborer watches over his "sickly babe" whom he has brought

to an open square for sun and air:

. . . there, in silence, sate

This One Man, with a sickly babe outstretched

Upon his knee .

Of those who passed, and me who looked at him,

He took no heed; but in his brawny arms

He held the child, and bending over it,

As if he were afraid both of the sun

And of the air, which he had come to seek,

Eyed the poor babe with love unutterable.

(1850, 7.607-18)

If it is his "unutterable love" that separates him from the

crowd and prevents him from seeing anything except the frail

child in his arms, in the poet's case, it is the "almost

total absence" of affection that separates him from the

crowd (Ferguson 140).
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The poet's willful transformation of human suffering

into an ideality for his own benefit is most fully expressed

in Book 8, "Retrospect: Love of Nature Leading to Love of

Mankind." In this book, he tries to nullify the impressions

made by London and those which are going to be made by his

involvement with the French Revolution. But the irony of

this attempt lies in his method: an appeal to his childhood

experiences when he saw a shepherd under extraordinary

circumstances. On one occasion, a shepherd appeared to him

like the "inhabitant" of an "aerial island":

A shepherd and his dog! in open day:

Girt round with mists they stood and looked about

From that enclosure small, inhabitants

Of an aerial island floating on,

As seemed, with that abode in which they were,

A little pendant area of grey rocks,

By the soft wind breathed forward. . . . (95-101)

On another occasion, a mist magnified the shepherd so

enormously that he seemed to be "In size a giant, stalking

through the fog, / His sheep like Greenland bears" (401-2);

at other times, a "shepherd's form hath flashed upon [him],

glorified / By the deep radiance of the setting sun" (404-

5). In short, it was these memories which set him out in

life with a conviction of man's noble nature:

Thus was man

Ennobled outwardly before mine eyes,
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And thus my heart at first was introduced

To an unconscious love and reverence

Of human nature; hence the human form

To me was like an index of delight,

Of grace and honour, power and worthiness.

(8.410-16)

This idealization of the shepherd, of course, does not

imply Wordsworth's ignorance of the shepherd's hard life.

In a long discussion which is mainly concerned with the

differences between the real shepherds of the Lakes and the

figures from pastoral tradition (8.312-471), Wordsworth does

not fail to remind us of the hardships that the real

shepherds have to endure: they "suffered with the rest /

From vice and folly, wretchedness and fear" (8.425-26). At

this very point, a difficulty arises from the poet's

ambivalent attitude towards the shepherd: "if things are as

bad in the country as they are in the town, why is

Wordsworth able to draw such comfort and inspiration from

his memories of shepherds and what essential difference

could there be between them and the idealizations of the

writers in the pastoral tradition?" (Ellis 137). As if the

poet anticipates this sort of doubt, he provides his own

answer to this question:

Call ye these appearances

Which I beheld of shepherds in my youth,

This sanctity of Nature given to man,
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A shadow, a delusion?

But blessed be the God

Of Nature and of man that this was so,

That men did at the first present themselves

Before my untaught eyes thus purified,

Removed, and at a distance that was fit.

. . . were it otherwise,

And we found evil fast as we find good

In our first years, or think that it is found

How could the innocent heart bear up and live!

(8.428-46)

In this passage, Wordsworth, without any proper argument,

moves from the implication that there was truth in what he

saw, to a hasty conclusion that it was beneficial for him.

To the poet who already conceded that the shepherds he saw

also suffered from vice and folly like everyone else, it now

becomes a necessity that they be brought before him

"purified, / Removed, and at a distance that was fit," in

order for his "innocent heart (to] bear up and live." It is

as if to say that "I may be quite deluded but, if so, what a

comfort the images which gave rise to my delusions have

been" (Ellis 141). In short, this section clarifies the

poet's absolute need to avoid reality, his need to think

optimistically in spite of what he has experienced. His
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idealism proved no more than a mechanism for "a sure

safeguard and defence"

Against the weight of meanness, selfish cares,

Coarse manners, vulgar passion, that beat in

On all sides from the ordinary world

In which we traffic. . . . (8.454-57)

As he creates an ideal audience in his preface to Lyrical

Ballads, the poet recreates his past experiences for his own

present benefit. This recreation of the past is the "true

power of memory" (Salvesen 104); the entire Prelude is "such

willed recovery of the past . . . for present self-

assurance" (Stelzig 143).

Only when we understand the poet's transformation of

past experiences into an ideality, a world in accordance

with his ideas of what it should be, does the significance

of the spots of time become clear. Book 11 introduces a

passage of the famous "spots of time":

There are in our existence spots of time,

Which with distinct pre-eminence retain

A vivifying virtue, whence, depressed

By false opinion and contentious thought,

Or aught of heavier or more deadly weight,

In trivial occupations, and the round

of ordinary intercourse, our minds

Are nourished and invisibly repaired;

A virtue, by which pleasure is enhanced,
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That penetrates, enables us to mount,

When high, more high, and lifts us up when fallen.

This efficacious spirit chiefly lurks

Among those passages of life in which

We have had deepest feeling that the mind

Is lord and master, and that outward sense

Is but the obedient servant of her will.

(258-73)

So far as the spots of time are concerned, the most

intriguing question may be: how is Wordsworth able to

transform episodes which--judged by ordinary criteria--would

seem disturbing, into experiences to celebrate or be

thankful for and, thus, use these episodes as illustrations

for the dominance of the "mind" over "outward sense"?

The first spot of time describes a horse-riding

excursion when the poet was "not six years old." Having

been separated from his attendant, the boy dismounts

"through fear" that his horse may bolt, and then he comes to

a spot, where "in former times"

A murderer had been hung in iron chains.

The gibbet-mast was mouldered down, the bones

And iron case were gone; but on the turf,

Hard by, soon after that fell deed was wrought,

Some unknown hand had carved the murderer's name.

The monumental letters were inscribed

In times long past; but still, from year to year,
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By superstition of the neighbourhood,

The grass is cleared away, and to that hour

The characters were fresh and visible:

A casual glance had shown them, and I fled,

Faltering and faint, and ignorant of the road.

(1850, 12.236-47)

In this scene, the first thing that arrests our attention is

the sense of fear and feelings of abandonment of the boy,

who is left alone and confronted with deadly signs of the

natural environment. It is as the boy quickly flees the

valley bottom where the gibbet once was that he has his

"vision":

It was, in truth,

An ordinary sight, but I should need

Colours and words that are unknown to man

To paint the visionary dreariness

Which, while I looked all round for my lost guide,

Did at that time invest the naked pool,

The beacon on the lonely eminence,

The woman, and her garments vexed and tossed

By the strong wind. . . . (11.307-15)

Apparently, "bare" (302), "naked," and "lonely" are the signs

of a projection of the boy's senses of solitariness and

exposure on to the landscape, which is most powerfully

confirmed by the image of the girl struggling against the

wind that vexes and tosses her garments. It is no wonder
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that what the boy sees, in this state of mind, should be

invested with such inexplicable dreariness.

Moreover, the boy's sense of loneliness is intensified

by the characteristics of the three images: the pool, the

beacon, and the woman since they are "not only individual

representatives of a solitary, exposed condition . . . but

starkly separate and distinct one from the other" (Ellis

77). The components remain what they would be to a child

deprived of its mother's love: detachedd / And loth to

coalesce" (2.249-50). Thus, what the boy may be seeing in

their preternatural distinctness is the prospect of his own

extinction. Perhaps it is this ultimate danger which one

needs to take into account in order to explain why the

memory should have retained such hallucinatory force.

The second spot of time is also connected with the

boy's depressing experiences of the past:

. . . 'twas a day

Stormy, and rough, and wild, and on the grass

I sate half-sheltered by a naked wall;

Upon my right hand was a single sheep,

A whistling hawthorn on my left, and there,

With those companions at my side, I watched,

Straining my eyes intensely, as the mist

Gave intermitting prospect of the wood

And plain beneath. . . . (11.356-64)
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As the phrases such as "stormy," "a naked wall," "single

sheep," and "that dreary time" (365) indicate, the gloomy

ambience of this passage exactly resembles that of the first

spot of time. Especially in this second spot, the boy not

only connects his waiting for the horses with his father's

death, but also makes this incident a focus for the guilt

implied by "chastisement":

Ere I to school returned

That dreary time, ere I had been ten days

A dweller in my father's house, he died,

And I and my two brothers, orphans then,

Followed his body to the grave. The event,

With all the sorrow which it brought, appeared

A chastisement. . . . (11.364-70)

No matter what may be the cause of the boy's guilty

feelings, the important thing is that his father's death is

the main factor of the second spot of time. The poet even

suggests that his memory of waiting for the horses wouldn't

have survived or mattered if it hadn't been for his father's

death; only after his father's death does the poet's wait

for the horses seem to become a memory of transition to a

world of spirit where ghostly shapes replace the

"intermitting prospect of the wood / And plain beneath"

(11.376-89).

It is at this point that the childhood imagination

matters. It is no coincidence that the two spots of time
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are located in Book 11, "Imagination, How Impaired and

Restored," and that they are evidently concerned with death.

As in the drowned man episode, in both spots of time, the

poet challenges the threat of extinction by exercising the

imaginative and spontaneous power of the mind to inhabit an

alternative world, and thus transforms these depressing

experiences into "the spirit of pleasure and youth's golden

gleam" (322). It is a protective device to make death an

impossibility by obliterating the embodied boundaries

between self and world and appropriating that world as the

contents of a dream. Thus, the spots of time, in their

solipsistic pattern, are not the stepping stones towards

maturity. Rather, they are "the stones in the streambed of

The Prelude along which the true self warily steps its way

back" (Rzepka 80) towards childhood imagination.

In the end of The Prelude, after long suffering from

his intellectual and moral crises--that occupies the whole

of Books 9 and 10--the poet takes his farewell of the hope

of an earthly paradise offered by the French Revolution, and

turns to Nature. Yet, his turning to Nature means his

turning to "the self as mind, not embodied in the world and

as if for others, but embodying the world and others in it"

(Rzepka 80) since, in turning to Nature, the poet reaches

back to his boyhood dream-states in the presence of

unpeopled Nature:

0 Soul of Nature! excellent and fair!
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That didst rejoice with me, with whom I, too,

Rejoiced through early youth, before the winds

And powerful waters, and in lights and shades

That marched and countermarched about the hills

In glorious apparition, now all eye

And now all ear . . . (11.138-44)

As he does so often, when Wordsworth talks of the power of

Nature to communicate with men, he is not speaking of any

ordinary sight of trees and rocks as we habitually see them.

His Nature is a world where rocks, stones, and trees are

invested with life by the quickening power of the mind:

To every natural form, rock, fruit or flower,

Even the loose stones that cover the highway,

I gave a moral life: I saw them feel,

or linked them to some feeling: the great mass

Lay bedded in a quickening soul, and all

That I beheld respired with inward meaning.

(3.124-29)

It is to these "visitings of imaginative power" (11.253)

that Wordsworth turns, those times when he "In Nature's

presence stood . . . / A sensitive, and a creative soul"

(11.256-57).

For Wordsworth, the true paradise is in the mind and in

its power to transform what it observes. The Mount Snowdon

vision is virtually the climax of the whole poem, the final

reaffirmation of the mind's mastery over the external world.
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Here the vision of the moonlight illuminating the world

becomes

the emblem of a mind

That feeds upon infinity, that broods

Over the vast abyss, intent to hear

Its voices issuing forth to silent light

In one continuous stream. . . (1850, 14.70-74)

Although the external world may provide types and emblems of

the mind, it "cannot image the human mind to itself" (McGhee

50). The mind is "sustained / By recognitions of

transcendent power, / In sense conducting to ideal form"

(1850, 14.74-76). As Steven Knapp explains, it is this

"recognition of some disparity between the mind's exertions

and the objects in which its energies are invested" that is

the true source of Wordsworth's sublime (106). In the last

few lines of The Prelude, the poet once more asserts the

benefit of the transforming power of the mind:

. . . how the mind of man becomes

A thousand times more beautiful than the earth

On which he dwells. (13.446-48)

As Donald Marshall says in his foreword to Hartman's

book, The Unremarkable Wordsworth, "for the first time in

history," a poet "actually thinks his best work will be done

when he is young, instead of imagining a career that moves

toward its climax in an intelligence and craft acquired

through long experience" (Hartman xiv); the poet embodies
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this belief in what he calls "this biographic verse." In

this long story of the "Growth of A Poet's Mind," the poet

finds his true identity in his younger self, in his

childhood with its envisioning power of the mind that

transforms the threatening reality into a world of fantasy.

His task is to retreat to his childhood, to regain "the

visionary gleam" and "the glory and the dream" he once

possessed ("Intimations Ode" 56-57), so that he may

perpetually create an ideal solitude around him, closing his

eyes against the world outside.

The process of the poet's humanization is complete only

in his own terms, his emphatic (but empty) pronouncement of

his love of men and his concern for the world:

But in the very world which is the world

Of all of us,--the place in which, in the end,

We find our happiness, or not at all!

(10.726-28)

Ironically, what the poem actually presents is the figure of

the poet who never approaches others closely enough and

remains a "spirit" singled out, making a solitude and

calling it peace (McGann 91). The true self of the poet

"does not, and has never, committed itself to a human place

and time" (Rzepka 79). As a passerby, wanderer, solitary,

and recluse, he feels safe in his haven, observing the world

at a "fit-distance." In this extremely "unpopulous poem"

(Ferguson 142), others appear, if at all, only to serve as
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an ideal type in the poet's own scenario, in the landscape

of the poet's emotional needs.

In short, the limit of The Prelude as a bildungsroman

lies in the fact that it does not present an example of a

hero in his full maturity, and that it does not provide any

resolution to the question of how a piece of literature

"might eventually help an individual to come to terms with

unpleasant realities" instead of "developing life-long

habits of evasion" (Ellis 102),. Yet, if we consider the

plain assumption that the romantics are, after all, people

who turn away from reality and devote themselves to wishful

constructions of their life of phantasy, what else could we

expect from the most representative poet of the Romantic

period except an optimistic, self-imposed mode of escape

from reality?



CHAPTER III

DAVID COPPERFIELD

A. "A Vacancy in My Heart"

Researches by biologists, psychologists, psychiatrists,

philologists, and educationalists have unanimously empha-

sized the importance of "a mature and stable love" for a

child "to grow and become whole" (Watkins 8); it is based on

the belief that only mature and stable love can provide the

child with the "continual repeated experiences in which

pleasure and satisfaction outweigh anxiety and deprivation,"

through which the child will learn that his "life is worth

living" and that he is "loved and accepted" by people around

him (Watkins 8). If he is deprived of these experiences,

and thus his right to be himself and "those first feelings

that were born with [him]" (Bronte 255) are disapproved by

those he loves and needs, he may become "autistic," and

"remain permanently undeveloped in some areas of his

personality" (Watkins 7). As in The Prelude, the loss of

the first love object of a child, the loss of mother,

provides the key to the understanding of the whole issue of

the regressive pattern of the hero's growth in David

Copperfield.

David Copperfield begins his life as an extremely self-

conscious child. His strong consciousness of himself as the

47
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central character of his life is obvious from the beginning.

The book starts with the chapter called, "I Am Born"; this

is immediately followed by sixteen chapters, all of which

use the word "I," either as the subject or as the central

figure of each title. "I Observe," "I Have a Change," "I

Fall into Disgrace," "I Am Sent Away from Home," and "I

Enlarge My Circle of Acquaintance" are simply some of those.

Although there are eleven more chapter titles that show this

tendency in the later part, the fact that these titles are

concentrated at the very beginning of the book is

significant because this implies, in a sense, too

conspicuously, the extreme self-consciousness of David at

the early stage of his life.

This selfish childhood naivete of David is once more

emphasized in the second chapter, where David, "a child of

close observation" (13), writes about what he observes in

his infancy. "The first objects that assume a distant

presence before (David]" (12) are his mother, Peggotty, his

house, a quantity of fowls, one cock, the geese, and a long

passage. Then, his observation is extended to the outside

of his house. For the child David, it is quite natural to

begin his observation positing himself at the center of the

world and to shift his territory of perception from the

inside of his house towards the outside. But the more

profound implication of this chapter is that the world of

this novel is the world "as David sees it," not the world as
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it is.

The first trial to David's innocent self-consciousness

comes from Murdstone's appearance at his peaceful home.

With this incident which puts an end to the initial

happiness of the boy, there will be no more simple pleasure,

tender love, and free feeling he used to share with his

mother as shown in the following passage:

Now I am in the garden at the back, beyond the

yard where the empty pigeon house and dog kennel

are--a very preserve of butterflies, as I

remember it, with a high fence, and a gate and

padlock; where the fruit clusters on the trees,

riper and richer than fruit has ever been since,

in any other garden, and where my mother gathers

some in a basket, while I stand by, bolting

furtive gooseberries, and trying to look unmoved.

(15)

Among all the adversities that the Murdstones bring forth,

nothing is more painful for David than the sense of loss and

the sense of humiliation. Being deprived of love and

acceptance--which were given as his birthright--and of the

position as the center of the attention of his family, and

being treated like "a dog," David experiences a "lonely and

unhappy" life.

Although Murdstone's cruel treatment of David

precipitates the child's identity crisis, it is Clara
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Copperfield's immature affection for her son and her

selfishness that are the real causes of David's crushed

sense of self, which prevents him from coming to terms with

his life. David always remembers her as a pretty, charming,

sweet, and affectionate mother: a helpless victim, like

himself, of the Murdstones' tyranny. This, in fact,

conceals from the reader--and perhaps from David himself--

what she really is. In reality, she is a "child-mother" who

has been "spoiled" by her late husband, "a delicate and

compassionate man twice her age," and she has "too many

insecurities of her own to recognize and respond to those of

her child" (Perry 130-31). In her weakness and timidity,

she neglects her duty to her child at the time he

desperately needs her help.

David's sense of loss and separation is intensified

early enough to the extent that he is "eager . . . to leave

my happy home," "the old place I had never turned my back

upon before" (26)., when he leaves it for Yarmouth with

Peggotty. When David comes back home from Yarmouth after

his mother's marriage, it is to be betrayed by his mother at

his changed house although he may be unaware of this fact:

God help me, I might have been improved for my

whole life . . . by a kind word at that season. A

word of encouragement and explanation, of pity for

my childish ignorance, of welcome home, might have

made me dutiful to him (Murdstone] in my heart
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henceforth. . . . I thought my mother was sorry to

see me standing in the room so scared and strange,

and that, presently, when I stole to a chair, she

followed me with her eyes more sorrowfully still--

missing, perhaps, some freedom in my childish

tread. But the word was not spoken, and the time

for it was gone. (44)

In addition to Murdstone's open rejection of him, David

suffers from his mother's tacit submissiveness to her

husband's hostility. To a boy who cries, "being cold and

dejected" (42), no word of comfort is given, even by his

mother. She makes no effort to protest Murdstone's cruelty

to her "precious treasure, the dearest little fellow that

ever was" (19).

It is rather her own peace of mind than that of her son

which seems to be more important to her, as implied in the

following passage:

"This is your doing, Peggotty, you cruel thing

.D.a.0How can you reconcile it to your conscience

to prejudice my own boy against me, or

against anybody who is dear to me? . . . It's

enough to distract me . . . In my honeymoon, too,

when my most inveterate enemy might relent . .

and not envy me a little peace of mind and

happiness. Davy, you naughty boy! Peggotty, you

savage creature! Oh, dear me!" cried my mother,
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turning from one of us to the other, in her

pettish, wilful manner. "What a troublesome world

this is, when one has the most right to expect to

be as agreeable as possible!" (42)

Here Clara blames Peggotty for revealing her marriage, to

David, about which she herself had no courage to tell her

own child who was completely excluded from her marriage

plans. She also blames David, however meekly, for causing

troubles at the time she has the most right to be happy.

Instead of consoling her child, whose whole world has been

destroyed, this self-indulgent mother "expects (him] to

accommodate himself to her needs" (Perry 131).

To Murdstone's continuing ill-treatment of David, his

mother remains completely helpless. When Murdstone beats

David "as if he would have beaten me to death" (55), she

only stops her ears and cries; when David is incarcerated in

his room for five days, she makes no effort to see him as

David observes: ",. . . my mother was as far off from me as

she could be, and kept her face another way, so that I never

saw it" (56). When she sees David, for the first time after

the incarceration, at the morning he is sent--almost

disposed--away from home for Salem House, she blames him for

his biting of Murdstone's hand:

"Oh, Davy! . . . that you could hurt any one I

love! Try to be better, pray to be better! I

forgive you; but I am so grieved, Davy, that you
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should have such bad passions in your heart."

(59)

David analyzes the circumstances, "They had persuaded her

that I was a wicked fellow, and she was more sorry for that

than for my going away. I felt it sorely" (59). What David

might have felt at this moment is a sense of abandonment and

irreparable loss.

As Watkins points out, it is "a fearful irony" that

"what [David's mother] says of herself when Peggotty shows

herself unfavourable to the projected marriage is perfectly

true, although it is used at the time as emotional

blackmail" (31-32):

"Am I a naughty mama to you, Davy! Am I a nasty,

cruel, selfish, bad mama? Say I am, my child; say

'yes,' dear boy, and Peggotty will love you; and

Peggotty's love is a great deal better than mine,

Davy. I don't love you at all, do I?" (19)

She does not love him. Or, she does not know how to love

him. Perhaps she tries to understand the emotional needs of

her son, but her immature affection proves to be too weak to

protect him, as shown in her furtive embrace of David, which

she does "hurriedly and secretly, as if it were wrong" (45).

It is Peggotty, not David's mother, who comes to his

locked door; it is also Peggotty who comes to David's

carrier when he leaves for school. As Perry indicates,

"perhaps Dickens's use of identical names for the nurse and
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mother suggests that while the boy adores one Clara . . . it

is really the other, Clara Peggotty, who demonstrates the

strength and constancy of ideal mother-love" (130), and

whose love David relies on. It is noticeable that from the

night David has a conversation with Peggotty through the

keyhole of his locked door, he "ceases to expect any loving

care from his mother" (Watkins 33):

From that night there grew in my breast a feeling

for Peggotty which I cannot very well define. She

did not replace my mother--no one could do that;

but she came into a vacancy in my heart, which

closed upon her . . . (58)

Although she is still alive, "the gulf between us (David and

his mother) was there, and the parting was there, every day"

(116); David is "not sorry to go away" from home (116) when

his vacation is over.

It is this "vacancy in my heart" which haunts David

throughout his life. If David were not so self-conscious,

and if David's mother were not so helpless, even his

experiences at Murdstone and Grinby's would not have been so

unendurable. A child, especially with the "excellent

abilities" of David (148), can survive--"perhaps with pain,

but without permanent damage" (Watkins 11)--a harsh reality

such as poverty, physical suffering, bereavement, and social

or other changes if he has a conviction that he is loved and

supported. Now that he is abandoned not only by his
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stepfather but also by his beloved mother, the question is

what can compensate for the void in his heart: his feeling

like "a blank space . . . which everybody overlooked, and

yet was in everybody's way" (116). His "earnestness" to

succeed in life; his "desire to be pitied as a childish

outcast, and . . . to appear as a gentleman" (Cockshut 116);

his "old unhappy loss or want of something"; his life-long

quest for the love of a mother who was lost to him forever;

and his search for "some relationship to another person

which will support his life, fill up the emptiness within

him, and give him a substantial identity" (Miller 156-57)--

all have their origins here. In short, at the early stage

of David's life lies the root of his Proustian search for

the lost time, a search to regain the paradisal happiness of

his pre-Murdstone childhood.

It is at this juncture that David's early reading

matters. At home, which is no longer home for him, David

"finds a jolly corner in which he can brew a viable

personality" (Westburg 92), getting "only and constant

comfort" through "a glorious host" of heroes of the stories

he read: from "that blessed little room" upstairs,

Roderick Random, Peregrine Pickle, Humphrey

Clinker, Tom Jones, the Vicar of Wakefield, Don

Quixote, Gil Blas, and Robinson Crusoe, came out

- . . to keep me company. They kept alive my

fancy, and my hope of something beyond that place
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and time--they, and the Arabian Nights, and the

Tales of the Genii--and did me no harm. (53)

It is certainly healthy for a child to outlive his

terrifying reality by finding consolation in the books he

read as David recollects: "It is curious to me how I could

ever have consoled myself under my small troubles (which

were great troubles to me), by impersonating my favorite

characters in them . . ." (53). By "reading as if for life"

(53), David enlists a troop of heroes to serve him as

models, so that when he is sent away from home he can

fortify himself with the thought that "it was of no use

crying any more, especially as neither Roderick Random, nor

that captain in the Royal British Navy, had ever cried, that

I could remember, in trying situations" (60). In this way,

David "derives from them a kind of surrogate parenting"

(Snyder 95); "this newly discovered ability to assume

multiple roles has great pragmatic value in terms,

paradoxically enough, of self-integrity" (Westburg 93).

Moreover, David's reading develops into "a saving

social asset" (Manning 331): "a way of binding himself in

community to an otherwise hostile or indifferent world"

(Snyder 92). At Salem House, it is his storytelling--"some

regular Arabian Nights" which David begins, "like the

Sultana Scheherazade" (89), reconstructing from memory the

tales from his childhood reading--that secures him

recognition among the boys, which affords him an immediate
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relief from his sense of alienation:

. .a.0the being cherished as a kind of plaything

in my room, and the consciousness that this

accomplishment of mine was bruited about among the

boys, and attracted a good deal of notice to me

though I was the youngest there, stimulated me to

exertion. (90)

Learning how to secure his sheltered niche in an isolated

world, David advances a step further attempting to make

"stories for myself out of the streets, and out of men and

women" (161-62) he observes. Finally, when he is forced to

work in the bottling factory, it is the "innocent, romantic

boy, making his imaginative world out of such strange

experiences and sordid things" (163) that ensures the

survival of "a little labouring hind" (148).

In spite of this self-sustaining effect of stories,

however, the more important aspect of David's reading can be

found in its negative impact that it also works as a

positive hindrance to the boy's coming to terms with reality

by offering a safe escape into an unreal world of fantasy.

As Philip Snyder points out, if "Robinson Crusoe and the

picaresques" stimulate David's imagination "with a sense of

its own power" and make his childhood bearable, "romances

and fantasies, by contrast . . . poison the wells of his

imagination with a viscous syrup" (95). Even David admits

the inimical influence of his storytelling:
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Whatever I had within me that was romantic and

dreamy was encouraged by so much storytelling in

the dark; and in that respect the pursuit may not

have been very profitable to me. (90)

If the stories David read are life-affirming, it is only

because they are transformative. Thus, the more intolerable

the reality becomes, the more ardently David desires to find

his identity in the fantasy of make-believe, like any

sensitive child who seeks escape in fatasy when harsh

reality becomes unbearable. After all, David's early

reading provides proper terms for the explanation of the

pattern of his development since his search for the lost

paradise can be interpreted only in terms of his escape from

reality into ideality, his imaginative reconstruction of the

past.

B. "My Life Was More Like a Great Fairy Story"

David's escape from reality, first of all, is charted

through his withdrawal into the world of fairy tale, the

world of dream and delusion. The fairy tale motif of the

entire story is established at the very beginning by the

fact that David was born in a house named on the basis of a

delusion, a house David's father called a "Rookery" because

he "liked to think that there were rooks about it" (5),

when, in actuality, there was "not a rook near it" (6).

This is reinforced by the reference to David's aunt, Betsey

Trotwood, who, being disappointed by the birth of a boy,
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"vanished like a discontented fairy--or like one of those

supernatural beings" (12).

When David's early happiness is dispelled by the

entrance of Murdstone, David finds a delightful refuge in

Yarmouth. To David, Yarmouth looks more enchanting than

"Aladdin's palace, roc's egg and all" (28). Even at the

moment he leaves for Yarmouth for the first time, David, in

his reverie, identifies himself with the boy in the fairy

tale, wondering "whether, if Peggotty were employed to lose

me like the boy in the fairy tale, I should be able to track

my way home again" (26). The charm of Yarmouth contrasts

with the ugliness of Salem House: "the damp about the

house, the green cracked flagstones in the court, an old

leaky water butt, and the discoloured trunks of some of the

grim trees" (76), all together creating "a veritable fantasy

land" of good fairies and ogres (Barstow 86).

The enchantment of Dan Peggotty's magical boathouse is

increased by the delightful infatuation David finds with

Little Emily. On his second visit to Yarmouth, David

experiences an Edenic happiness with Emily, daydreaming

about the unreal world of romance:

What happiness . . . if we were married, and were

going away anywhere to live among the trees and in

the fields, never growing older, never growing

wiser, children ever, rambling hand in hand

through sunshine and among flowery meadows, laying
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down our heads on moss at night, in a sweet sleep

of purity and peace, and buried by the birds when

we were dead! (141)

On one night, when Mr. Peggotty and Ham go out to fish,

David is lost in a reverie once more, feeling

very brave at being left alone in the solitary

house, the protector of Em'ly and Mrs. Gummidge,

and only wished that a lion or a serpent, or any

ill-disposed monster, would make an attack upon

us, that I might destroy him, and cover myself

with glory. But as nothing of the sort happened

to be walking about on Yarmouth flats that night,

I provided the best substitute I could by dreaming

of dragons until morning. (142)

It is this sort of "picture, with no real world in it"

(141) that saves David from the violent world of Creakle's

School, the tragedy of his mother's death, and the

humiliating life at the bottling factory. In relation to

this, David's resolution to run away from London to Dover

can be interpreted as a symbolic expression of his strong

determination to retreat to his imaginative ideality:

But with no intention of passing many more weary

days there. No. I had resolved to run away--to

go, by some means or other, down into the country,

to the only relation I had in the world, and tell

my story to my aunt, Miss Betsey. (169)
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In this passage, we find a classic example of an adventurous

romantic hero leaving the corrupted city for the pastoral

country searching for a new life. David seems to envision

himself entering a dreamland, where a fairy godmother is

waiting for him to change his life into something wonderful

only if he tells his story.

David's dream vision continues throughout his journey

to Dover. The harsh and cruel reality has been "oddly

transformed, and no longer seem[ed] to threaten as Mr.

Murdstone's cruelty threatened" (Daldry 106); the figures he

encounters on the road "seem more like orgres and bad

fairies than people" (Daldry 106), which is implied in the

language they use that resembles the fairy tale language of

wicked giants:

"Oh, what do you want?" grinned this old man [a

miserly pawnbroker], in a fierce, monotonous

whine. "Oh, my eyes and limbs, what do you want?

Oh, my lungs and liver, what do you want? Oh,

goroo, goroo!" (176-77)

When David arrives at Dover, his dreams come true thanks to

"the fairy who blessed his cradle [once, and now] is

obliged, for his 'sister's' sake, to make good her promises"

(Snyder 123). Thus, David's childhood ends in his final

retreat from the world to Betsey's sheltered cottage.

When David begins the next stage of his life in

Betsey's cottage, he is described as if he were reborn.
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Betsey "bathes - purifies - and nourishes him, wraps him in

figurative swaddling clothes, and puts him to bed an infant

once more" (Sadoff 40). Betsey bestows her own name,

"Trotwood," on him, marking it in his new clothes "in her

own handwriting, and in indelible marking-ink" (206).

"Thus," says David, "I began my new life, in a new name, and

with everything new about me" (207). David's "another

beginning" in Betsey's haven, however, does not seem to open

a new world for him. In his adolescence, too, David merely

repeats "the same old pattern" (Kincaid, "Critical Study"

177) of his withdrawal into the dream world. This time,

under the protection of Betsey and the influence of Agnes--

an unearthly figure, an angel all mixed up with "the soft

light of the coloured window in the church" (223)--David can

not feel the weight of reality at all. His adolescence, as

a whole, is reviewed by David himself as if it were a great

fairy tale:

I know that my juvenile experiences went for

little or nothing then, and that life was more

like a great fairy story, which I was just about

to begin to read, than anything else. (262)

This dreamy and fantastical view of the world is

culminated when David is a captive of Dora. In his blissful

delirium, Dora is "more than human to me. She was a Fairy,

a Sylph" (374). All the while the tragic events such as

Barkis's death and the abduction of Emily by Steerforth
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happen around him, David finds a refuge in Dora, "wandering

in a garden of Eden" with her (376):

All this time I had gone on loving Dora harder

than ever. Her idea was my refuge in

disappointment and distress, and made some amends

to me even for the loss of my friend. (455)

It is as if "some Arabian-night magician opened up" (464)

the whole bright world for him no matter what happens to the

people around him. Especially, the last stages of his

engagement to Dora and their wedding are presented entirely

as a dream. On his "fairy marriage" day, everything is so

"unreal" to him that he perceives every detail of the event

as "a more or less incoherent dream" (607),, "a flustered,

happy, hurried dream" (604).

As Cockshut argues, "throughout the book, there is no

real pressure of reality" (122), at least for David. Even

David's marriage to Agnes, which is generally considered as

David's eventual reconciliation with reality, is no more

than his ultimate withdrawal into the sanctuary of the

Arabian Nights, the "haven of delusion" (Kincaid, "Critical

Study" 182), in which David can live happily under the

guidance of his "good angel," "the specter of a fantastic,

sexless, vague benevolence" (Kincaid, "Critical Study" 167).

C. "Revisiting the Old Familiar Scenes of My Childhood"

If David Copperfield is the drama of David's withdrawal

into the world of fairy tale, it is simultaneously the drama
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of his retreat into the past; for the better understanding

of the former, the latter should be examined. One of the

most distinguished characteristics of David is that he is

"obsessively retrospective from the first moment of

childhood exile, and even in adolescence he is incapable of

looking forward very much" (Westburg 99). It is at this

point that David's early crisis of identity matters in that

it provides a clue to his fixation on the past.

We have glimpsed earlier the psychological truth of the

importance of the mature maternal love for the successful

development of a child. If a child is not loved by his

mother and is deprived of the chance to feel that he is

valuable and worthy of respect, a greater problem appears:

that is, the child gives himself up believing that there

must be something "bad" or "wrong" in him. Sometimes this

self-abandonment can develop to the extent that the child

"will probably feel guilt at not being 'good,' perhaps even

guilt at being born, since he is so patently not what [his

parent] wants" (Watkins 22-23). Under these circumstances,

the only alternative left for the child is, perhaps

unconsciously, to destroy his bad self and create a new self

(a pseudo-self) that will be loved and accepted. But the

problem is that all the while he maintains his second self,

"within the inner or true self--or the vacancy where that

self should have been--there remains the rejected child

seeking desperately either for the mother he has never had,
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or perhaps for that very early relationship with the mother

[of the brief period when he was cherished] which Jung

thinks the origin of the myth of Paradise" (Watkins 24).

All of these cases can be applied to the psychological

matrix of David's development. For David, as in the case of

any abandoned child whose divided self has "no permanency,,"

only the past is real; therefore, "if a semblance of reality

is to be preserved, objects must remain exactly as they

always have been" (Watkins 9). In Wordsworth's terms, only

by perceiving "similitude in dissimilitude," David's inner

self can be protected from being disintegrated. Growing up

for him, then, is "a series of incremental repetitions or

variations" on the theme of his retreat to the original

home; this is supported by the "repetitive form" of the

novel itself (Westburg 41).

David's retreat to the original home begins as soon as

danger intrudes his earliest well-being. It is a return to

the sheltering sphere of his first world, and to "the days

when my mother and I and Peggotty were all in all to one

another, and there was no one to come between us" (104).

More specifically, it is a return to "the magic hour when a

young boy might read aloud about crocodiles, and . . . both

a Peggotty and a loving mother might instill in the boy a

consciousness of being cherished" (Snyder 92).

This retreat, first of all, is actualized by means of

remembering his mother only' as a youthful image. David
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shows this tendency while his mother is still alive, as

revealed in his repetitive dreams in Salem House: "I

remember dreaming night after night of being with my mother

as she used to be" (76). But when his mother dies, David

deliberately chooses to remember her

only as the young mother of my earliest

impressions, who had been used to wind her bright

curls round and round her finger, and to dance

with me at twilight in the parlour. . . . It may

be curious, but it is true. In her death, she

winged her way back to her calm, untroubled youth,

and cancelled all the rest. (128)

In order for David's love relationship with his mother to be

preserved--which is a matter of life or death for a child--

the only alternative seems to abandon the mother as she "had

been of late" (128) for the mother as she had once appeared.

Only with the image of the loving mother, with the image of

himself eternally unseparated from her, the initial

happiness of David's pre-Murdstone childhood is "restored to

him and preserved in the static world of memory" (Bell 640).

The paradoxical aspect of the death of his mother can be

found in the fact that on the one hand, this event

exacerbates David's sense of emptiness to the utmost, and on

the other hand, the death may be necessary "so that the fact

of what she has become [lately] . . . will not be there to

contradict the recollection of what she was" (Bell 640).
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David's wish for reunion with the mother of his infancy, his

"desire for the womb-like security" (Barstow 92) is most

eloquently expressed in the following passage although it

also implies the symbolic death of David's psyche:

The mother who lay in the grave was the mother of

my infancy; the little creature in her arms was

myself, as I had once been, hushed for ever on her

bosom. (128)

David's later life represents a persistent re-enactment of

this psychic return to his infancy.

In this context, it is interesting to notice that

David's bedrooms at Yarmouth, at Peggotty's house, at

Betsey's, and at the Wickfield's--all are extensions of the

original bedroom at Blunderstone; David transfers "feelings

from one beloved room to the next, keeping intact all the

while the sense of original shelter" (Westburg 46). For

instance, when David begins a new life in Betsey's cottage,

he returns, in effect, to the security of his old home. The

fact that he is described as if he were a new-born does not

signify so much a symbolic rebirth towards a new life as a

recapitulation of his infancy in the present, which is

further evidenced by his thinking of his mother at the

moment he is comfortably established in his new environment:

I remember how I still sat looking at the

moonlight on the water, as if I could hope to

- - . see my mother with her child, coming from
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Heaven, along that shining path, to look upon me

as she had looked when I last saw her sweet face.

(191)

Moreover, David identifies these rooms with his very being

so thoroughly that he almost feels the sense of "violation

of the self by others" (Westburg 46) when these rooms are

occupied by others, as shown in such cases as Murdstone's,

later a madman's, occupation of his original bedroom, and

Heep's invasion of his bedroom in Agnes's house and in his

London lodgings.

Rooms are not, of course, the only things that should

keep the image of the original place for the sake of David's

sense of security, the continuity of his inner self. The

specific things that are associated with Peggotty--the

crocodile book; her sewing kit, the "little house with a

thatched roof where the yard measure lived"; her "workbox

with a sliding lid, with a view of St. Paul's Cathedral

(with a pink dome) painted on the top"; a "little bit of wax

candle she kept for her thread"; and a brass thimble (15-

16)--are often "relics associated with mysterium tremendum

of origins" (Westburg 49). Almost every time Peggotty

happens to turn up in David's life, these items accompany

her to awaken in him the memory of the past.

Especially the recurrent references to the crocodile

book make it almost a leitmotif for the theme of David's

return to the original home. On one happy afternoon during
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the vacation, when he and his mother and Peggotty are

allowed to return to their former states, David finds an

occasion to "read Peggotty a chapter out of the crocodile

book in remembrance of old times," and Peggotty "took it out

of her pocket; I don't know whether she had kept it there

ever since" (110). Even after her marriage, Peggotty always

saves the book so that David can read it whenever he visits

Yarmouth. At the end of the novel, Peggotty, who is sitting

among David's children, exhibits "the crocodile book which

is in rather a dilapidated condition by this time" to the

children "as a precious relic"; David finds "it very curious

to see my own infant face, looking up at me from the

crocodile stories" (842).

David's "conservative engagement with the 'first time"'

(Westburg 48) is further substantiated by his regular visits

to his old home. Perhaps, one of the biggest ironies of the

whole novel is that in a little trip, initiated by Betsey in

the interim between David's school days and the next stage

in his career, for the purpose of searching for a future

vocation, David returns to his old home and finishes the

trip with no specific future plan. It seems to be his

serious mistake to be involved with Steerforth at the very

beginning of the trip. But when he encounters Steerforth--

now an Oxford man--in London, the "young and innocent" boy

instantaneously becomes subjected to the spell of his one-

time hero, who still commands his admiration by being
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superior to him in all respects and who now even gives him a

new name, the "romantic Daisy" (279). It is no wonder that

David's hitherto purposeful trip goes wide of the mark, and

in this trip, David becomes unknowingly the cause of Emily's

elopement by introducing Steerforth into the peaceful

Peggotty household. While they stay in Yarmouth, David

makes "solitary pilgrimages" to his native place for "more

than a fortnight," having "naturally an interest in going

over to Blunderstone, and revisiting the old familiar scenes

of my childhood" (306). His "occupation" in these visits is

to recall every yard of the old road as I went

along it, and to haunt the old spots, of which I

never tired. I haunted them as my memory had

often done, and lingered among them as my younger

thoughts had lingered, when I was far away. . . .

I walked near (the grave beneath the tree, where

both my parents lay] by the hour. . . . My

reflections at these times were always associated

with the figure I was to make in life . . . My

echoing footsteps went to no other tune, but were

as constant to that as if I had come home to build

my castles in the air at a living mother's side.

(306)

Here David describes himself as if he were a ghost haunting

and lingering among the old spots. The remarkable thing is

that during all these visits his reflections are always
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associated with one figure, whose image he freezes into the

stillness of a memory and revives forever in the super-

reality of dream.

These visits also remind us of David's early homecoming

from Salem House, when he tries to recapture the image of

his old home in the midst of the already desecrated

Blunderstone Rookery:

Ah, what a strange feeling it was to be going

home when it was not home, and to find that every

object I looked at, reminded me of the happy old

home, which was like a dream I could never dream

again! (104)

Despite its devastation by the Murdstones, his old home

"remains paradoxically intact" (Robison 409) in David's

memory.

David's fairy marriage to Dora, then, is no more than

an attempt to realize his dream: "to build my castles in

the air at a living mother's side." By marrying Dora, he is

in fact "marrying his mother and . . . the whole Dora

episode is an exploration of what happens when this

unconscious wish is fulfilled" (Watkins 35). David's

"child-wife" and his "child-mother" are almost identical.

Both Clara and Dora have pretty faces and hair (curls) and

good figures; they are delicate and die young; they are

little girlish, pettish, and silly, though both are of sweet

and loving disposition ("affectionate" in their own terms);
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and they are impractical and domestically incompetent. The

reproduced image of the original place is underscored not

only by the presence of Miss Murdstone, who now becomes

Dora's tormentor, but also by David's evenings with

Peggotty, accompanied by all those "relics."

But when "all the romance of our engagement [is] put

away upon a shelf, to rust" (610), and Dora's impracticality

in housekeeping causes troubles, David discovers that "the

old unhappy loss or want of something had . . . some place

in my heart" (622):

When I walked alone in the fine weather, and

thought of the summer days when all the air had

been filled with my boyish enchantment, I did miss

something of the realization of my dreams; but I

thought it was a softened glory of the past, which

nothing could have thrown upon the present time.

I did feel, sometimes . . . that I could have

wished my wife had been my counsellor; had had

more character and purpose to sustain me, and

improve me by; had been endowed with power to fill

up the void which somewhere seemed to be about me.

But I felt as if this were an unearthly

consummation of my happiness, that never had been

meant to be, and never could have been. (622)

About a year and a half after their marriage, David achieves

"new success" as a writer and pursues his vocation with
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confidence. But still he suffers from the feeling that

there is always something missing. Dora, the "Little

Blossom," can not fill up that void in David's heart partly

because she is incompetent, but more fundamentally because

the answer to that void is only in the past. Even David

suspects that its filling up might be "an unearthly

consummation of my happiness" that "never could have been."

Dora has to die not only to be preserved in David's memory

as a perpetual child, like his mother, but also to give him

a chance to have a counsellor, a real mother, as his wife.

There is no question that David is ready to be born

again into a new soul after he passes through all the human

tragedies and follies that happen in and out of his life

such as Dora's death, Mr. Wickfield's weaknesses and

decline, Heep's evil actions and their due result, Dr.

Strong's domestic difficulties and their resolution, the

break-up of Mr. Peggotty's houseboat and Ham's death,

Steerforth's death, Rosa Dartle's cruel attack on Emily and

so on.

Chapter 58, "Absence" marks the Carlylean turning point

in David's life. During his travels in Europe, David

experiences the stage of spiritual dryness, his "Everlasting

No":

a hopeless consciousness of all that I had

lost--love, friendship, interest; of all that had

been shattered--my first trust, my first
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affection, the whole airy castle of my life; of

all that remained--a ruined blank and waste, lying

wide around me, unbroken, to the dark horizon.

(784)

It is in the midst of this complete dark night of his soul

that David experiences the Wordsworthian benevolent and

soothing power of Nature, on one tranquil evening before

sunset in a valley of the Alps, but only after receiving

Agnes's encouraging letters:

All at once, in this serenity, great Nature spoke

to me, and soothed me to lay down my weary head

upon the grass, and weep as I had not wept yet

since Dora died! (785)

After this moment of enormous release from the oppressive

past, David emerges as a new self, "the artist-self who

writes this novel" (Hornback 23). His "Everlasting Yea" is

to reassure himself of his earlier conviction that "nature

and accident had made me an author" (664), and to pursue his

vocation with much more confidence and earnestness than

before: "I resolved . . . to resume my pen. . . . I worked

early and late, patiently and hard. I wrote a story, with a

purpose of growing, not remotely, out of my experience"

(787). In addition to this vocational affirmation, David

gets to the point of "a better understanding of myself"

(788). Now he clearly understands that his "headlong

passion" (800) for Dora was his "mistaken impulse of an
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undisciplined heart" (639). Although he "cannot so

completely penetrate the mystery of my own heart" (787),, he

also realizes that he "might have set its [his heart's]

earliest and brightest hopes on Agnes" (787), and in his

"wayward boyhood, I had thrown away the treasure of her

love. . . . [T]he thought came into my mind as a new

reproach and new regret, when I was left so sad and lonely

in the world" (787-88).

So far as the emotional aspect of David's life is

concerned, however, in spite of all of this self-knowledge,

he can not re-orient his life towards the future, and still

lingers around his past. David is now sure of his love for

Agnes: "I made no effort to conceal from myself now that I

loved her--that I was devoted to her" (789). But his

dilemma is that he is unable to confess his "other love" for

Agnes because their "long-subsisting relation must be

undisturbed" (789),, and he "could not have borne to lose the

smallest portion of her sisterly affection" (788). David's

"final act of transcendence . . . in which a new feeling for

Agnes will replace the old" (Westburg 105) is suspended

forever for the sake of preserving the sacred image of what

Agnes had once been to him. If any action is done, it is

done by Agnes, with the help of Betsey; only after Agnes

hints that he need not give up the sister to gain a wife, he

is ready to accept Agnes as his wife. Certainly, it is "a

change in relationship that is not a change at all"
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(Westburg 105).

By marrying Agnes, then, David returns to the "wholly

unaltered" priestess of his childhood shrines, and

simultaneously to "the happy time" of the childhood, which

is symbolized by his return to his old room in Agnes's

house, where everything has been kept "as it used to be when

we were children" (810):

- - . the staid old house was, as to its

cleanliness and order, still just as it had been

when I first saw it. . . . I was shown up the

grave old staircase . . . into the unchanged

drawing room. The books that Agnes and I had read

together were on their shelves, and the desk where

I had laboured at my lessons many a night stood

yet at the same old corner of the table. All the

little changes that had crept in when the Heeps

were there were changed again. Everything was as

it used to be in the happy time. (808)

This return of David is virtually his ultimate homecoming:

as he once uttered to Agnes, "I come home, now, like a tired

traveller, and find such a blessed sense of rest" (545).

Undoubtedly, his dear sister "embodies an image of the all-

good 'pre-separation' mother who is unfailingly devoted to

David" (Hirsch 4). Especially, considering the fact that

she has "never been really a child" (Anderson 90),, and

instead has been the solicitous mother to her father for all
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her life, the reader has no difficulties in imagining

"exactly what kind of a wife she will be" (Calder 101). In

this motherly-sisterly rather than wifely figure, "the dear

presence, without which I were nothing" (845),, David's life-

long search for the lost mother comes to an end. David, who

once "reflected how little I was changed myself" (541), now

stands before Agnes, wishing "never to be divided more"

(831). Thus, David's journey of life ends where he begins.

David might have said, in T. S. Eliot's terms, "In my end is

my beginning" ("East Coker" 211).

The intriguing thing, however, is that if David

endlessly returns to the original home by reliving the

"distant memory of something that had been or almost had

been" (Watkins 8), he is also haunted by "the forgotten

past" that left its painful residue on the infant psyche

before the dawn of conscious memory (Watkins 3). David's

memory almost always "consists of a disturbing oscillation

between 'automatic' returns of at one time the good past and

at another the evil one" (Westburg 61). A desirable and

conscious repetition of the pleasant memories alternates

with an unpredictable, undesirable, and unconscious

repetition of the painful ones.

In many cases, the painful and treacherous memories

have an ascendancy over the pleasant ones; whenever David

remembers the glorious idyll of childhood, he is haunted by

the dark counterpart of that myth. For instance, David's
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remembrance of his mother as a perpetual youth is, in

itself, subject to the oppression of the scene of her

funeral: "Events of later date have floated from me to the

shore where all forgotten things will reappear, but this

[his mother's funeral) stands like a high rock in the ocean"

(126). The death of his mother leaves in his mind such an

overwhelming impact that "The great remembrance [of her

death] by which that time is marked in my mind seems to have

swallowed up all lesser recollection, and to exist alone"

(117).

As Sylvia Manning points out, "if memory can in a

moment travel back to see David and Em'ly sport upon the

shore, it is as likely . . . to see David whipped" (333).

In one "Retrospect" chapter (18),, David recollects the

momentous event of his school life:

I am the head boy now! I look down on the line of

boys below me, with a.condescending interest in

such of them as bring to my mind the boy I was

myself when I first came there. That little

fellow seems to be no part of me. I remember him

as something left behind upon the road of life--

as something I have passed, rather than have

actually been--and almost think of him as of some

one else. (257-58)

Such assurance of David does not seem to be convincing. The

fact that David revives "that little fellow" with such
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verbosity and in the present tense reveals a psychological

truth of himself: that is, David is not so far from that

little fellow as he might imagine or wish. On the contrary,

at this moment of honor, he seems to wander back to the

wretched part of his life as his creator says in his

autobiographical fragment: ". . . even now, famous and

caressed and happy, I often forget in my dreams that . . . I

am a man; and wander desolately back to that time of my life

[when he was sent to the blacking warehouse)" (J. Forster 1:

27). David himself writes on his haunting past, remembering

his departure for Murdstone and Grinby's warehouse:

I now approach a period of my life which I can

never lose the remembrance of while I remember

anything, and the recollection of which has often,

without my invocation, come before me like a

ghost, and haunted happier times. (144)

Near the end of the book, the reader is not surprised to see

that little "ragged, way-worn boy" reappearing in David's

vision at the happiest moment of his life. In a description

of the day he finally gets Agnes's life-long love for him,

David says:

We stood together in the same old-fashioned window

at night, when the moon was shining--Agnes with

her quiet eyes raised up to it; I followed her

glance. Long miles of road then opened out before

my mind; and, toiling on, I saw a ragged, way-worn
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boy, forsaken and neglected, who should come to

call even the heart now beating against mine his

own. (832)

In this respect, it is noteworthy that while David

remembers every evil aspect of Creakle's School, which is

"carried on by sheer cruelty" (90), and all the painful and

humiliating experiences he had there--including the placard

incident, he is curiously reticent on his "good" school, Dr.

Strong's. Thanks to David's vivid descriptions about the

disreputable school, the reader knows in detail about the

"miserable little dogs," helplessly exposed to the extreme

brutality of Creakle, who has a "delight in cutting at the

boys, which was like the satisfaction of a craving appetite"

(86). But, in contrast to this, David's description of

Doctor Strong's institution is couched in terms so vague

that the reader can hardly imagine how "good" the school

really is. In Jones's terms, David's "attempt to construct

a benign anti-self to Salem House dies at once on the ear"

(134):

Doctor Strong's was an excellent school; as

different from Mr. Creakle's as good is from evil.

It was very gravely and decorously ordered, and on

a sound system; with an appeal, in everything, to

the honour and good faith of the boys, and an

avowed intention to rely on their possession of

those qualities unless they proved themselves
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unworthy of it, which worked wonders. (227-28)

It is no wonder that in Chapter 18, which ends David's

school days, he does not remember anything much about his

leaving of the good school; instead, the emphasis is placed

on the comic episodes of his puppy love for Miss Shepherd

and the eldest Miss Larkins, and on his admiration of Agnes,

his sweet sister and counsellor.

Even David's pre-Murdstone childhood is not so

absolutely "happy" although the primary emphasis of early

chapters is on the joy he experiences with his mother and

Peggotty. The life of "a secure, well-loved child" in that

period is really precarious "because it is based on a broken

home and a weak, ineffectual, and somewhat vain mother"

(Donovan 29). In a sense, Dickens's own notes he wrote for

the first chapter of David Copperfield sum up David's early

life at Blunderstone Rookery: "Father dead--Gravestone

outside the house . . . Young mother--tendency to weakness

and vanity" (Butt and Tillotson 117).

In fact, David's "lonely and unprotected position at

birth" (Anderson 47) is emphasized by several negative

implications of his birth, which foreshadow some frightening

and doleful aspects that the haven of his earliest childhood

already includes. Being born as a posthumous child, "Even

now," says David the adult,

there is something strange to me . . . in the

reflection that he [David's father) never saw me;
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and something stranger yet in the shadowy

remembrance that I have of my first childish

associations with his white gravestone in the

churchyard. (2)

David was also born with a caul: a portion of the inner

fetal membrane enveloping the head of the child at birth.

Because of the superstition connected with the caul that it

supposedly preserved people from drowning, David's caul "was

advertised for sale in the newspapers at the low price of

fifteen guineas," but in vain (1). Ten years afterwards

"the caul was put up in a raffle" (2). David was present

himself, and he remembers "to have felt quite uncomfortable

and confused" at the moment "a part of myself [was] disposed

of" (2). The reader can even detect David's sense of being

sorry to be born, which is implied not only in the fact that

his birth disappoints Betsey, but also in his description of

his mother on the eve of his birth:

My mother was sitting by the fire, but poorly in

health, and very low in spirits, looking at it

through her tears, and desponding heavily about

herself and the fatherless little stranger, who

was already welcomed by some grosses of prophetic

pins . . . to a world not at all excited on the

subject of his arrival. (3)

Above all, because of the ominous hour of his birth--"the

small hours on a Friday night," David is "destined to be
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unlucky in life," and "privileged to see ghosts and spirits"

(1). In fact, the whole ambience of the book is affected by

the frequent and explicit references to otherworldly

characters and places: "the land of dreams and shadows, the

tremendous region whence I [David] had so lately travelled"

(12). These fantastic associations are significant

especially because they underline and foreshadow the fact of

David's withdrawal from reality "to live with the ghosts of

his fancy" (Kincaid, "Critical Study" 168).

It is this fancy of young David that transfers a "dark

storeroom" into a sinister place "to be run past at night"

because a small boy doesn't know what dangers may lurk

"among those tubs and jars and old tea chests" (13). The

Sunday parlor is also a fearsome place, the one which has

for David "something of a doleful air" because it is

associated in his mind with the story of his father's

funeral. One Sunday night, when his mother reads him, in

the parlor, "how Lazarus was raised up from the dead," he

has a nightmare (13-14). Besides, there is "a wasteland of

vacated shelters, yet teeming with threatening life"

(Westburg 42): a back yard

with a pigeon house . . . without any pigeons in

it; a great dog kennel . . . without any dog; and

a quantity of fowls that look terribly tall to me,

walking about in a menacing and ferocious manner.

There is one cock who . . . seems to take a
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particular notice of me as I look at him through

the kitchen window, who makes me shiver, he is so

fierce. (13)

Of the geese that waddle after him "with their long necks

stretched out," David dreams at night, "as a man environed

by wild beasts might dream of lions" (13).

It is quite probable that a young boy, when he is

afraid, transforms the neutral objects around his home into

formidable ones by "personify[ing] his fear in the form of

towering monsters" (Barstow 131). But the intriguing thing

is that David's perception is almost always contaminated by

what he himself calls, "childish recollections and later

fancies . . . the blending of experience and imagination"

(640), and his perspective continues to be that of the

imaginative boy who "fitted my old books to my altered life"

(161), projecting his glow of fancy on everything around

him.

In Chapter 17, there is a passage in which David is

lost in a nostalgic meditation on the abandoned house as

soon as he gets news from Peggotty that his old home is to

be let or sold.

God knows I had no part in it while they

[Murdstones] remained there, but it pained me to

think of the dear old place as altogether

abandoned--of the weeds growing tall in the

garden, and the fallen leaves lying thick and
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wet upon the paths. I imagined how the winds of

winter would howl round it, how the cold rain

would beat upon the window glass, how the moon

would make ghosts on the walls of the empty rooms,

watching their solitude all night! -I thought

afresh of the grave in the churchyard, underneath

the tree; and it seemed as if the house were dead

too, now, and all connected with my father and

mother were faded away. (238)

Here we see how David's mind, pre-conditioned by the news

from Peggotty, changes the landscape of his old home,

envisioning its complete desolation and disrepair. The mind

that alters, alters everything: as David reflects in the

end of Chapter 11, "'well-remembered facts' become

embroidered, modified, [and] transformed when viewed through

'a mist of fancy"' (Collins 12). The imagined picture of

the abandoned house is viewed, more than anything else, as

an emblem of David's mind, momentarily deprived of Eden.

If it is the power of fancy that transforms in young

David's mind the ordinary world of his childhood into the

terrifying place of threats and menace, it is also his fancy

that transfigures the same reality into the celestial world

of childhood myth. As David himself admits, his fancy

beautifies a common girl, Emily, making her an angel: "I am

sure my fancy raised up something round that blue-eyed mite

of a child which etherealized, and made a very angel of her"
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(35). A mist of fancy makes "nothing half so green . . . as

the grass of that churchyard; nothing half so shady as its

trees" (14), and the fruit in his orchard looks to David's

fanciful eyes "riper and richer than fruit has ever been

since, in any other garden" (15). Likewise, David's

resolution to run away to.Dover originates in his fancy that

makes "a little picture"--the favorable and encouraging

picture about his "dread and awful" aunt--out of a somewhat

fanciful part of the "old story of my poor mother's about my

birth":

there was one little trait in her [Betsey's]

behavior which I liked to dwell on, and which gave

me some faint shadow of encouragement. I could

not forget how my mother had thought that she felt

her touch her pretty hair with no ungentle hand;

and though it might have been altogether my

mother's fancy, and might have had no foundation

whatever in fact, I made a little picture out of

it of my terrible aunt relenting towards the

girlish beauty that I recollected so well and

loved so much, which softened the whole narrative.

(169)

David continues, "It is very possible that (the picture] had

been in my mind a long time, and had gradually engendered my

determination" (169).

It is also David's fancy that elevates his mother into
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a guardian angel, which sustains him throughout all the

difficulties on his trip to Dover until it vanishes "like a

dream" at the moment he reaches his destination:

. . . under this difficulty, as under all the

other difficulties of my journey, I seemed to be

sustained and led on by my fanciful picture of my

mother in her youth, before I came into the world.

It always kept me company. It was there, among

the hops, when I lay down to sleep; it was with me

on my waking in the morning; it went before me all

day. (180)

In his adulthood, David is still "full of silent fancies"

(623), as recognized by his child-wife. Just as he had

drawn comfort from his collection of books in his childhood,

"so too in later life they offer him an imaginative

alternative to some unpleasant event in the real world"

(Crawford 41-42). In a word, David's incessant withdrawal

into the fairy land in itself may obviate any further

references to his unrealistic perception of the world.

Then, it becomes clear that the idyll of David's "happy

old home" is not reality, but an idealized vision of it,

which is the product not only of the transforming power of

the mind, but also of "the skillfully invented memory"

(Snyder 99), the memory which is "far too shaping and

controlling a factor in the novel to be anything other than

a creative act of the imagination" (Snyder 100),, the memory
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which seems to necessitate the alchemy of imagination in

order to compensate for its "uncertainty" and "tenuousness"

(Shelston 21-22) since, as David tells us, it comes out of

"the blank of my infancy" and "from a confusion of things"

(13).

Perhaps, one of the most paradoxical elements in

Dickens is that in his fictional world there is no happy

child in spite of the fact that he always presents childhood

"as the most desirable stage of life--a time when

'everything was happy"' (Donovan 14). The orphans or half-

orphans in Dickens's works make an impressive list. In

David Copperfield alone, there are seven orphans: David,

Emily, Ham, Traddles, the Orfling, Rosa Dartle, and Martha

Endell, and six half-orphans: Dora, Agnes, Heep,

Steerforth, Julia, and Annie. If Dickens's fictional

children are not orphaned, they are usually in a worse state

because of "cruel, neglectful, rejective, or oppressive

parents, or surrogate parents" (Donovan 16). Orphaned or

not, most of his children are "maltreated, subject to

sarcasm, bad temper, and restrictive convictions of parents

or guardians--when they are not whipped, beaten, or kept in

solitary confinement" (Donovan 15). Just to illustrate a

few cases, "the deaths of Smike and Paul Dombey and little

Nell, the graveyard musings of David and Pip, the skeleton

drawings of Traddles, and the frail, sickly quality of the

child-wife Dora" (Barstow 87) are enough to make a pathetic
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picture of innocence that is too weak to survive in a

corrupt world. It does not seem to be too far-fetched for

Peter Coveney to suggest that "Dickens made one major

contribution to the 'cult of the child' . . . and that was

through the morbidity of his children" (qtd. in Barstow 87).

In addition, whenever an adult character of Dickens

remembers his early years, it is with sadness because he was

no happy child. Arthur Clennam in Little Dorrit, Mr. Redlaw

of Haunted Man, Scrooge in A Christmas Carol, and Mr.

Jackson in "Mugby Junction" are typical examples. Clennam,

in his recollections of his childhood, speaks for all those

whose childhood was not happy:

"Trained by main force; broken, not bent; heavily

ironed with an object on which I was never

consulted and which was never mine; shipped away

to the other end of the world before I was of age,

and exiled there until my father's death there

. . . What is to be expected from me in middle

life? Will, purpose, hope? All those lights were

extinguished before I could sound the words. . .

I am the only child of parents who weighed,

measured, and priced everything; for whom what

could not be weighed, measured, and priced, had no

existence. . . . Austere faces, inexorable

discipline, penance in this world and terror in

the next--nothing graceful or gentle anywhere, and
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the void in my cowed heart everywhere--this was my

childhood." (1: 25)

In short, if Dickens can emphasize the happiness of

childhood when it is extremely hard to find a happy child in

his works, it is because for him, as for the romantic,

childhood is "a dream of perfect life," "the best and purest

link between this world and a better" (Donovan 2). In Jane

M. Barstow's terms, it is because childhood "signifies

certain attitudes and beliefs which may only exist as an

ideal" (82),, and childhood, "like the world of dreams,

offers a timeless image of an ideal vision unattainable in

reality" (Barstow 83).

After all, David's return to the original home is his

escape into this idealized childhood, the fantastical world

created by his childlike fancy, in which nothing ever grows

or changes, including time itself which does not seem to

grow up, but is "a child, too, and always at play" (35). In

this timeless realm, an Eden of infancy, David's mother

remains an image of "the divine, the angelic mother, all

tenderness and beauty" (Johnson 2: 679). When David finally

comes to Agnes, he returns, as he says, to a "Heavenly

light" (845) which embodies all the idealized virtues he

might have expected from his mother. The "unearthly

consummation" of his happiness is possible only because

Agnes is an eidolon or an ideal. In short, David's return

to the original home is an imaginary actualization of
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something long lost, something that can never be realized in

the present. It is an enactment of David's willful choice,

like Dickens's, to seek his "realities in unrealities" and

find a "comfort in a perpetual escape from the

disappointment of heart" (Dusseau 591) by replacing the

pleasant ideality for the unpleasant reality.

It is only in this context that David's withdrawal into

the world of fairy tale becomes meaningful because it

provides a prototype for David's retreat into the idealized

childhood. Only in the fantastical world of the idealized

childhood can the vacancy in David's heart find its answer;

David's true self can be protected intact only in the ever-

happy-fairyland of the idealized past.

D. "What Faces Are the Most Distinct to Me?"

So far as David's maturation is concerned, however, the

real issue is that while he remains a romantic and dreamy

boy haunting the past and lingering about the dreamland, he

can neither come out of his self-absorption, nor come to

terms with reality. If David's repetitive return to the

fantastical world of the idealized childhood testifies to

his psychological need to remain a child, his childlike

characteristics are more obviously revealed through his

relationship with other characters. To David, who in his

adulthood still posits himself at the center of the whole

world, continuously lacking real concern about others, and

perceiving them in the subjective way--as what he wants them
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to be rather than as they are, others seem to exist for his

own benefit. They are described "in terms of the effect

they had" on David; they are "relevant only as [they are]

related to David, and not as a part of an entirely separate

story" (Anderson 42). In short, their very identity depends

on their relationship to David, either their contribution or

their impediment on the road to David's happiness.

David's life, as a whole, is no more than a succession

of one protected life after another. An astonishing number

of people in the novel are his surrogate parents.

Steerforth who succeeds Peggotty as the caretaker of David

in Salem House, Betsey, Agnes, Mr. Dick, Daniel Peggotty,

and Mr. and Mrs. Micawber--all of these people share the

responsibility of taking care of David. Almost every woman

in the novel, from Peggotty to the publican's wife in London

(154-55), "reciprocates his attention and frequently

displays maternal protectiveness towards him" (Crawford 47).

If a group of "bad" characters such as Murdstone and his

sister, Mrs. Markleham, Mrs. Heep, and Mrs. Steerforth exist

to serve David's education as fine examples of false parents

(even if what David actually learns from them is not quite

clear), a number of "good" characters definitely exist for

David's prosperity.

Ironically, however, none of David's surrogate parents

proves to be successful in nurturing him to be a mature

adult. Having given David loving care from infancy,
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Peggotty is more suitable for a substitute parent than

anyone else. It is true that "after David leaves home and

Peggotty marries, she takes a minor position in the novel

and hovers in the background as just another of David's

well-wishers" (Anderson 69). Nonetheless, Peggotty remains

the kindly and devoted servant of David's infancy for all

her life. She is even reserved when all of her friends

emigrate to Australia, to attend to "her boy" and his

children. But her unfailing devotion to David is, in a

sense, too overprotective for him to grow up into an

independent soul.

Mrs. Micawber functions as a surrogate mother while the

ten-year-old boy lodges in her house in the most difficult

period of his life. But the chaotic household of the

Micawbers, "whose domestic arrangements mock the concept of

[parental] responsibility" (Shelston 28), does not qualify

as a secure refuge for an orphaned boy. Instead, their

chronic financial crises add more difficulties to the

already distressed state of David's mind. Just as she is

leaving London, Mrs. Micawber finally seems to recognize

that somehow she has failed in helping the child when he

most needed her help. In a description of the Micawbers'

departure from London, David says,

I think as Mrs. Micawber sat at the back of the

coach with the children, and I stood in the road

looking wistfully at them, a mist cleared from her
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eyes, and she saw what a little creature I really

was. I think so, because she beckoned to me to

climb up, with quite a new and motherly expression

in her face, and put her arms around my neck, and

gave me just such a kiss as she might have given

to her own boy. (168-69)

Apart from all the other surrogate parents of David,

Betsey certainly fills a significant place in shaping

David's character. Once she takes David into her shelter,

she takes all responsibility for his upbringing, from

financial to moral support, until she steers him to marital

happiness. In spite of all her efforts to prepare David for

a confrontation with reality, however, she does not seem to

be well equipped for this task. First of all, her own

domestic world is far from being realistic. It might be

described as "one of [Dickens's) typical imaginary oases, a

refuge from both evil and anxiety" (Bell 645). Her tireless

forays against trespassing donkeys can be seen as a symbolic

gesture to keep her cottage from all real enemies. In

addition to this eccentricity, having made a mistake in

passions of the heart, she has to maintain "the cruel

reminder of love gone wrong" (George E. Kennedy II 18),

which not only causes her to have a contempt for men in

general, but also "prevents her from exercising her most

needed manipulation" (George E. Kennedy II 18) when David

blindly chooses a bride with the failings of his lost
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mother.

Above all, Betsey bestows on David feminine identity by

changing his name (and his father's name) into her own,

"Trotwood. " Her adoption of David is, of course, "an act of

pure generosity" (Daldry 109). And she says to David, "if I

have any object in life, it is to provide for your being a

good, a sensible, and a happy man" (333). But her act of

giving David the name she originally prepared for Clara's

unborn baby-girl--though "Betsey" is excluded from the

name--signifies that Betsey does not completely give up her

original plan of "a vicarious existence through (the] girl-

child" (Perry 143). This is evidenced by Betsey's frequent

references to David's unborn sister as shown in the

qualifications that "if [David] went on as [he] had begun,

[he] might take equal rank in her affections with [his)

sister Betsey Trotwood" (208). On another occasion, Betsey

asks David,

"Only be a loving child to me, and bear with my

whims and fancies, and you will do more for an old

woman whose prime of life was not so happy or

conciliating as it might have been, than ever that

old woman did for you." (333)

Although Perry argues that since Betsey recognizes the error

of her planned manipulation, "she will never seek such

control over her nephew; instead she will prompt him to

become his own person" (144),, it seems to me that however
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meek or negligible Betsey's control over David may be, her

expectations of David in a changed name, in themselves, can

operate as a terrible manipulation in the matter of David's

self-identity. David is right when he says, "I was the

object of her [Betsey's) constant solicitude; and my poor

mother herself could not have loved me better, or studied

more how to make me happy" (516). Nevertheless, it is hard

to agree with Arthur A. Adrian's evaluation of Betsey: "in

every way Aunt Betsey has fulfilled the role of an ideal

mother" (83).

A fatal result of the inadequate roles of these

surrogate parents is the formation of a man who can not

stand on his own feet, and whose self is "best helped by the

efforts of others" (Crawford 50). There is a short period

of David's life when he is forced to manage "Life on My Own

Account" (47). But once he retreats from the world of

Murdstone and Grinby's to Betsey's shelter, and, in G. K.

Chesterton's terms, once he goes "from the world to a

school, instead -of going from school to the world" (The Last

of the Great Man 42), David never reveals himself as a self-

reliant man.

Of course, David becomes an author of his own volition.

Although "Dickens does too little to make David's turning to

authorship seem probable, let alone inevitable," by treating

"too many crucial developments" offstage (Collins 40),

David's popular success as a writer is proved by his growing
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fame, which is remarked by such characters as Betsey, Agnes,

Mrs. Steerforth, and Traddles whenever David mentions his

novels to them. Even in far off Port Middlebay, Magistrate

Micawber acknowledges David's "lineaments, now familiar to

the imaginations of a considerable portion of the civilized

world," and urges him to "Go on, my dear sir, in your Eagle

course!" (840). As Buckley asserts, "we [may have to]

deduce (David's] genius as a novelist from the writing of

his autobiography [itself)" ("Identity" 236).

Except this vocation, however, all the other important

decisions of David are made either by Betsey, or by Agnes,

or by both. Betsey chooses a school for David. She decides

on a profession for him, and David follows her suggestion

and becomes an articled proctor of Doctor's Commons, without

any knowledge of even what a proctor is. When Betsey

decides not to intervene in David's imprudent marriage to

Dora, it ends in a failure. If it had not been for Betsey's

persistent instigation and Agnes's initiative, David would

have lost the chance to propose to Agnes for ever.

The adult David's dependence upon Agnes is almost

incredible. On one occasion, when David visits Agnes, he

tells her:

"I don't know how it is, Agnes; I seem to want

some faculty of mind that I ought to have. You

were so much in the habit of thinking for me, in

the happy old days here, and I came so naturally
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to you for counsel and support, that I really

think I have missed acquiring it. . . . I get so

miserable and worried, and am so unsteady and

irresolute in my power of assuring myself, that I

know I must want--shall I call it--reliance, of

some kind? . . . Whenever I have not had you,

Agnes, to advise and approve in the beginning, I

have seemed to go wild, and to get into all sorts

of difficulty. . . . Now, my reliance is on you".

(544-45)

This confidence of David, in a word, summarizes the immature

state of his mind at the time of prolonged dejection, caused

by the discovery of his clandestine letters to Dora, the

subsequent death of Mr. Spenlow, and Dora's mourning for her

father. As in the happy old days when Agnes was in the

habit of thinking for him, David is still incapable of

dealing with difficult situations in life. David--the man

with a firm resolution "to take my woodman's axe in my hand,

and clear my own way through the forest of [financial)

difficulty, by cutting down the trees until I came to Dora"

(499)--simply can not survive his emotional crises without

the support of Agnes, who "is present at every crisis to

comfort David and tell him what to do" (Anderson 95). Agnes

gives him advice on how to propose to Dora and then presides

over their marriage. Dora dies on Agnes's bosom while David

is in the parlour heavily chastening his undisciplined
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heart; after Dora's death, David "first awoke [from his

swoon] to a consciousness of [Agnes's] compassionate tears,

her words of hope and peace" (741-42). It is also Agnes who

proposes that David shall travel for a change after he

experiences a series of tragic events in and out of his

life, and she even counsels by letter while he travels.

David's dependence on Agnes becomes complete with his

marriage to her, his total commitment of himself to the

caring hands of Agnes, "the source of every worthy

aspiration I had ever had--the centre of myself, the circle

of my life" (833).

David is equally unable to deal with crises in others'

lives. While other people are reserved in order to support

him whenever he needs them, David becomes merely a passive

spectator at several crucial moments of others' lives, when

his participation is urgently required. Once Betsey

entreats David to help her when they chance to meet her

husband on their way to the office of Spenlow and Jorkins.

To his terrified aunt, David simply says, "There's nothing

to be afraid of" (334), having no idea of how threatening

the situation really is. Betsey has to reject David's easy

solution and face the trouble on her own. More notably,

when Emily suffers from Rosa's brutal verbal lashing, David

remains passive and concealed, scrupling that "I had no

right to present myself; that it was for Mr. Peggotty alone

to see her and recover her" (691). Instead of intervening
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in Rosa's cruel attack on the girl who has been ruined by

his own friend, David stands by helplessly asking himself,

"Would he [Mr. Peggotty] never, never come? How long was I

to bear this? How long could I bear it?" (695). The reader

may ask, "how long did [David] suppose Emily could bear it?"

(Welsh 106). David also remains an observer while Micawber

and Traddles, a "pair of unlikely heroes" (Hirsch 5)

undertake the exposure of Uriah Heep's evil doings.

Similarly, it is Mr. Dick, not David, who reconciles Dr.

Strong and his wife. Monod in Dickens Romancier attributes

the passiveness of David to his egotism (qtd. in Kincaid,

"Critical Study" 180) while other critics charge it to his

ineptness and incompetence (Maugham 180), or invulnerability

(Engel 151). David certainly loses chances to prove his

concern about others by standing by idly when they need his

help.

Another way of measuring the limits of David's

maturation is to note that he responds to his own personal

wrong in an extremely sensitive way while he "can stand

unshaken under any shock to others" (Kincaid, "Structure"

85). David almost always reacts "more intensely to his own

rather trivial problems than to the important and depressing

problems around him" (Kincaid, "Structure" 89). His sense

of being injured by others is so strong that "the trail of

wrongs winds on through" the novel, and certain wrongs are

"unerringly revealed [and revenged] by the machinery of
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poetic justice powered by the narrator-novelist" (Welsh

106). Outwardly David holds no grudges except for the well-

known sufferings of his childhood. Nonetheless, David turns

out to be a dangerous young man to cross in love. As

Alexander Welsh points out,

Each death in the novel answers in some respect to

an injury to the hero: the two Mrs. Copperfields

0 . . who do not love David capably enough; Mr.

Spenlow, who disapproves David's marriage with his

daughter; [and) Steerforth and Ham, unknowing

rivals with David for the love of Little Emily.

(106)

Even Barkis's death is not an exception although Welsh

separates this death from the other deaths by viewing this

as "unrelated to any wrong suffered by the hero" (106).

Barkis may not be related "directly" to David's suffering.

But by marrying Peggotty, he deprives David of a "good"

mother, which is never a small wrong for David. In order

for David to have her back, Barkis has to die, not long

after their marriage.

Emily, too, is not exempt from being punished for the

injury she does to David: that is, she shatters David's

dream of "the beautiful, virginal child of his infancy"

(Anderson 77) by changing into a woman, to be victimized by

the ungoverned passion. David's extraordinary aloofness in

Rosa's tongue-lashing scene may be comprehensible only in
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this context. Especially, it is noticeable that at the

moment Emily is finally rescued by Mr. Peggotty, she is

described as if she were dead: her face is covered with a

handkerchief, and her fainted body is "motionless and

unconscious" (696) while she is carried in Mr. Peggotty's

arms. After her return from the Continent, David behaves as

if Emily ceases to exist. He never sees her face to face

and always keeps some distance away from her as he says in

the following passage:

The time drawing on rapidly for the sailing of the

emigrant ship, my good old nurse . . . came up to

London. I was constantly with her, and her

brother, and the Micawbers (they being very much

together); but Emily I never saw. (756)

After she rehabilitates her honor by innumerable good deeds

in Australia, she is not allowed even to marry, when "she

might have married well a mort of times" (837). Instead,

she is destined to play a lonely angel, who is, according to

Mr. Peggotty's report,

"Cheerful along with me; retired when others is

by; fond of going any distance fur to teach a

child, or fur to tend a sick person, or fur to do

some kindness towards a young girl's wedding . .

liked by young and old; sowt out by all that has

any trouble." (837)

The gist of the whole story is that David's illusion of
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Emily must be preserved at any cost. After her fall, the

only way for her to exist in David's mind is as an image of

a little girl, as Emily herself says in her letter: ". ..

try to think as if I died when I was little, and was buried

somewhere" (434-35).

If characters can be unduly punished when they do any

wrong to David, they can also remain the object of David's

blind worship, as shown in his attitude towards Steerforth.

The child David's early hero-worship of Steerforth is very

credible. To "a lonely boy who has never had a father or

other older man to look up to" (Collins 33), Steerforth was

more than enough to be a hero in such an inhumane

environment as Salem House simply by exhibiting his

sympathy, saving David from the humiliating situation caused

by the placard incident, and playing a big brother to David.

Steerforth's encouragement and approval of David's story-

telling talent especially have an enormous impact on the

boy's sense of self-respect as well as on his later career

as an artist. Considering "the strength of the emotion with

which [David] regards [Steerforth] and the depth of his need

for Steerforth's approval" (Anderson 56), the reader can

understand David's inability to see Steerforth's obvious

egotism which is fully displayed in his ruthless treatment

of Mr. Mell, along with his fear of offending Steerforth in

any way with unfriendly or undutiful manner (93-96).

But the problem is that when as a man he ought to be
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able to view Steerforth objectively, David still sees him

through their boyhood relation. He is unable to recognize,

for instance, "even the most direct displays of

heartlessness and egotism" of Steerforth (Kincaid, "Critical

Study" 178) which is revealed in his indifferent comments on

the Peggottys:

"Why, there's a pretty wide separation between

them [the Peggottys] and us . . . They are not to

be expected to be as sensitive as we are. Their

delicacy is not to be shocked, or hurt very

easily. . . . [T]hey have not very fine natures;

and they must be thankful that, like their coarse

rough skins, they are not easily wounded." (282)

David thinks of all this as a "jest." In fact, including "a

remarkable scar" on the "most susceptible part" of Rosa's

face, which was caused by Steerforth's throwing of a hammer

at her (283), there are so many obvious clues which show the

callousness and rudeness of Steerforth that it is virtually

unbelievable for David to keep his blind adoration of

Steerforth unless it is his willful choice to refuse "to see

beyond the mist he has constructed over reality" (Kincaid,

"Critical Study" 179).

Just as Emily has to remain unchanged in David's mind,

so must Steerforth. Even "when David screens out

Steerforth's unworthiness," he still "writes a paean of

hero-worship" (Baumgarten 51):
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In the keen distress of the discovery of his

unworthiness, I thought more of all that was

brilliant in him, I softened more towards all that

was good in him, I did more justice to the

qualities that might have made him a man of a

noble nature and a great name, than ever I had

done in the height of my devotion to him. (437)

As Robin Gilmour points out, "there is no real awakening for

David's undisciplined heart in relation to Steerforth,

because the nature of his response here . . . precludes that

possibility. . . . Instead of dispelling David's illusion,

Steerforth's action . . . consolidates it, sealing off the

earlier memory in his consciousness" ("Memory" 39). David

continues to say,

Deeply as I felt my own unconscious part in his

pollution of an honest home, I believed that if I

had been brought face to face with him, I could

not have uttered one reproach. I should have

loved him so well still--though he fascinated me

no longer--I should have held in so much

tenderness the memory of my affection for him,

that I think I should have been as weak as a

spirit-wounded child, in all but the entertainment

of a thought that we could ever be re-united.

(437)

No matter what happens to that "honest home" of Peggotty,
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what David is concerned with is to protect his image of

Steerforth unchanged by remembering him only as "a cherished

friend" of his school days and regarding him as dead even

before he actually dies. In so doing, David "is really

cherishing the state of innocent idealisation which this

lost leader had once inspired" (Gilmour, "Memory" 39).

David's subjective perception, and its attendant

egotistical treatment, of people is revealed most obviously

in his relationship with Dora and Agnes. Dora is "a

favorite child of nature. She is a thing of light, and

airiness, and joy" (522). Before his marriage to Dora,

David knew that she has been regarded by her aunts "like a

pretty toy or plaything" (580), and that "the cookery book

made Dora's head ache, and the figures made her cry" (581).

When Dora was extremely frightened by any possibilities of

being poor and responded in a childish and impractical way

to David's news of ruination, he also knew that there was no

way for him to prepare her for their rugged future.

Nonetheless, David is charmed with her childish, winning

way, feeling himself "a sort of monster who had got into a

fairy's bower . . . frightened her, and made her cry" (522).

If David expects Dora's impracticality to change

overnight simply because she is married, it is David

himself, not Dora, who is to be blamed since it is his

changed attitude, more than anything else, that makes their

marriage life unendurable. But as his sense of missing
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something increases, David finds faults with Dora as an

incompetent housewife rather than as an inadequate

intellectual companion, and "consciously measure[s] her

against a standard of earnestness by which she will

inevitably be found wanting" (Crawford 49). Nothing is

wrong in David's firm belief in the value of earnestness.

As Alan Shelston points out,

In the secular world of David Copperfield

[earnestness] is the equivalent of what faith

might be elsewhere: a willingness to commit

oneself to the honest path in the face of the

doubts, deceits, and discouragements of temporal

existence, and with no assurance of the outcome

other than that embodied in the act of commitment

itself. (31)

In a passage in which David reviews his own life, he refers

directly to this central value attributing all his worldly

success to it:

0 * . whatever I have tried to do in life, I have

tried with all my heart to do well . . . whatever

I have devoted myself to, I have devoted myself to

completely . . . in great aims and in small I have

always been thoroughly in earnest. . . . Some

happy talent, and some fortunate opportunity, may

form the two sides of the ladder on which some men

mount, but the rounds of that ladder must be made
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of stuff to stand wear and tear; and there is no

substitute for thoroughgoing, ardent, and sincere

earnestness. Never to put one hand to anything on

which I could throw my whole self, and never to

affect depreciation of my work, whatever it was, I

find now to have been my golden rules. (583)

The concept of earnestness, however, becomes questionable as

David uses it not only as a criterion to exorcise others

such as Steerforth, Emily, and especially Dora, but also as

a means to justify his need of Agnes. When David repeats to

himself Betsey's judgment of his thoughtless marriage:

"blind, blind, blind!" (483), he "appears to be candidly

admitting a failing in himself" (Crawford 50). But at the

same time, he subtly prepares his self-defenses for

transferring his affections from Dora to Agnes by repeating

Betsey's emphasis on his need for sustaining help.

Of course, David is shown accepting Dora's limitations

eventually. When David's last hope of Dora's growing up and

his attempts to "form her mind" collapse, he resolves to be

satisfied with Dora for what she is, and still be happy. In

his conversation with Dora, he says to her:

"Why should I seek to change . . . what has been

so precious to me for so long? You never can show

better than as your own natural self, my sweet

Dora; and we'll try no conceited experiments, but

go back to our old way, and be happy." (670)
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Since then, a "mood of conscious tenderness and tolerance

for her weakness" (Dabney 72) is created all around Dora.

But no matter how "dearly," says David, "I loved my wife

. . . and I was happy," the happiness that David "had

vaguely anticipated, once, was not the happiness I enjoyed,

and there was always something wanting" (670). Once she

proves to be an unfortunate malfunction who can contribute

nothing to the disciplining of his heart, even her

"earnestness of affection" can not vindicate her. The best

thing Dora can do is to die, "to become an educational

episode in David's life instead of a disastrous mistake

which will permanently blight it" (Dabney 72). The truth of

the whole Dora episode is that "there is nowhere in fiction

where we feel so keenly the primary human instinct and

principle that a marriage is a marriage and irrevocable"

(Chesterton, Appreciations and Criticisms 133).

Furthermore, it is certainly pitiful to see David who

looks more overwhelmed by his own sorrows than by the tragic

fate of Dora at the moment she is dying:

I have withdrawn by myself, many times today, to

weep. I have remembered Who wept for a parting

between the living and the dead. I have bethought

me of all that gracious and compassionate history.

I have tried to resign myself, and to console

myself. (738)

Ironically enough, in contrast to this self-indulgent
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"child-husband," his child-wife on her deathbed exhibits an

enormous sign of maturity by soothing and consoling with

David, "feel[ing] sorry, for his sake, about his loss of her

companionship and the empty chair he must face" (Rodolff

35):

"And you really miss me, Doady?" . . . "Even poor,

giddy, stupid me?". . . "Oh, my dear . . . I loved

you far too well to say a reproachful word to you,

in earnest. It was all the merit I had, except

being pretty--or you thought me so. Is it lonely

downstairs, Doady?". . . "Don't cry! Is my chair

there?". . . "Oh, how my poor boy cries! Hush!

hush!" (738-39)

A total impact of David's impatience with Dora's

inadequacy as a wife can be found in the fact that, by

insisting upon the importance of disciplining the

undisciplined nature of his youthful heart, David ironically

brings himself into "rather unfortunate parallel with his

much-resented step-father" (Crawford 52). Both Murdstone

and David stand for the abstract values such as "firmness,

resolution, determination, [and] strength of character"

(Shelston 30). Once they are married, both find fault with

their wives' lack of those virtues and put moral pressure on

them to reform their minds while they "court their future

wives with a delicacy and charm emblemized by symmetrical

references to geraniums" (Crawford 52). Both are
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providentially released from their incapable wives by "the

horrifying convenience" of their death (Crawford 50). After

all, the reader can not efface an impression that "David's

comfort and success require his wife's life [although)

Dickens muffles and mitigates as much as he can the cruelty

and selfishness of this requirement" (Dabney 78).

In contrast to Dora, who "exemplifies the benefits and

dangers of allowing feeling to guide action" (Thurin 104),

Agnes is clearly the example par excellence of the earnest

heroine, "the single most important feminine stereotype in

Dickens" (Crawford 47). Being given almost no physical

presence at all, and seemingly "exist[ing] in her creator's

mind more as a set of values and virtues than as an animated

and substantial being" (Bell 643), Agnes is always

"'bright,' 'pleasant,' 'placid,' 'sweet,' 'calm,' 'gentle,'

'quiet,' 'radiant,' 'tender,' 'cheerful,' 'modest,'

'thoughtful,' 'cordial,' [and] 'serene"' (Irwin 39).

In David's mind, Agnes never exists as a woman who may

seek her own happiness as he does his, and who may feel

pained by being ignored and bypassed by himself as a lover

and forced to remain as "my adopted sister" even after his

return from the Continent. As Somerset Maugham indicates,

the reader can hardly bear the notion that such a sensitive

writer as David can be "so obtuse that he does not guess

that Agnes is in love with him" (180). But Agnes's own

feelings are so entirely "subsumed by her role as counselor
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and validator of David's concerns" (Thurin 105) that he is

"unable to acknowledge any feelings in her which do not

support his own" (Thurin 107). Likewise, when Agnes is

depicted as if she were an embodiment of earnestness, she

"does not embody the quality in herself as much as she

depends upon [David's) perceiving it in her," and her

earnestness "is not defined as an independent quality but

takes its sole meaning and value from its significance for

David himself" (Crawford 48):

There was always something in her modest voice

that seemed to touch a chord within me answering

to that sound alone. It was always earnest; but

when it was very earnest, as it was now, there was

a thrill in it that quite subdued me. (352)

In other words, Agnes's virtues are not meaningful so much

for her own sake as for David's. She embodies them in order

to make David's life comfortable and successful:

Whatever contradictions and inconsistencies there

were within me, as there are within so many of us;

whatever might have been so different and so much

better; whatever I had done, in which I had

perversely wandered away from the voice of my own

heart, I knew nothing of. I only knew that I was

fervently in earnest, when I felt that rest and

peace of having Agnes near me. (545)

Furthermore, the surprising thing is that David not
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only depicts Dora and Agnes in terms of their functions 
in

relation to his self-development, but also "presents the

relationship between the two women from this perspective,"

rendering their relationship "only as an extension of his

relationship with each of them" (Thurin 104). A fundamental

problem involved in David's relationship with these two

women is that he seems to need both of them simultaneously.

Otherwise, it is difficult to explain his need to justify

his relationship with each of them by having them endorse

each other.

Strangely enough, as soor as David and Dora are

engaged, the first thing David does is write Agnes a 
letter

to entreat her "not to regard this [their engagement] as a

thoughtless passion" (471). And he continues to think over

the importance of Agnes in his relation to Dora:

I remember that I sat resting my head upon my

hand, when the letter was half done, cherishing a

general fancy as if Agnes were one of the elements

of my natural home; as if, in the retirement of

the house made almost sacred to me by her

presence, Dora and I must be happier than

anywhere; as if, in love, joy, sorrow, hope, or

disappointment--in all emotions--my heart turned

naturally there, and found its refuge and best

friend. (471)

Being imposed to play the role of.a priestess who is
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supposed to sanctify David's love for Dora, what else could

Agnes do except for finding an answer that may satisfy

David's expectations? Even before these two women see each

other, David imagines Agnes's motherly-sisterly concern

about and self-sacrificing yielding to Dora:

It was as if I had seen her admiringly and

tenderly embracing Dora, and tacitly reproving me,

by her considerate protection, for my hot haste in

fluttering that little heart. It was as if I had

seen Dora, in all her fascinating artlessness,

caressing Agnes, and thanking her, and coaxingly

appealing against me, and loving me with all her

childish innocence. (546)

When David actually sees "those two sit down together, side

by side," with Dora "put[ting] her affectionate arms round

Agnes's neck, and laying her innocent cheek against her

face," he "never was so happy, I never was so pleased"

(586). With Agnes's sanction and praise of Dora, David can

be able to love Dora better than ever before: "Never, never

had I loved Dora so deeply and truly as I loved her that

night [when the two women first met]" (589). He even calls

Agnes "no less her [Dora's] guardian angel than mine," to

which Agnes simply returns: "A poor angel . . . but

faithful" (589). It seems to be completely beyond David's

capability even to catch a glimpse of the self-effacing and

resigned tone of Agnes.
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David's need for Agnes to value Dora, in itself, may be

justifiable if it simply means the appreciation of one

valued friend for a second. But David's motivation becomes

extremely suspicious at one of the most incomprehensible and

preposterous scenes in the whole novel: Dora's "always

clasping Agnes by the hand" during her wedding ceremony

(608). David would like for us to believe this queer

behavior of Dora as a sign of her deference to and reliance

on Agnes. But it is hardly convincing that Dora feels so

insecure or immature as to hold Agnes's hand while she makes

her marriage vows to David. This marriage scene is no more

than a symbolic expression of David's presumably unconscious

desire to possess both women simultaneously, an

actualization of his fancy of "a kind of spiritual men~cge a

trois" (Thurin 104).

When it becomes Dora's turn to return Agnes's

generosity, Dora willingly "effaces herself before Agnes for

David's sake" (Rodolff 37) recognizing her inadequacy as a

wife. On the very night Dora dies, she tells David,

"I am afraid, dear, I was too young. I don't mean

in years only, but in experience, and thoughts,

and everything. I was such a silly creature! I

am afraid it would have been better, if we had

only loved each other as a boy and girl, and

forgotten it. I have begun to think I was not fit

to be a wife. . . . I was very happy, very. But,
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as years went on, my dear boy would have wearied

of his child-wife. She would have been less and

less a companion for him. He would have been more

and more sensible of what was wanting in his home.

She wouldn't have improved. It is better as it

is." (739)

Thus, David makes the sacrifice of these women more

acceptable by eliciting voluntary co-operation from the

victims themselves. From David's own perspective, his two

wives love him so well that they become cordial friends for

his sake in spite of all the obvious antithetic

characteristics; "he is their mutual interest"; and "each

woman effaces herself to promote his relationship with the

other woman in order to see him happy" (Thurin 107). In

short, Dora and Agnes have no life of their own. They

simply exist for David's own benefit.

If the lives of Dora and Agnes exemplify David's "long-

continued imperceptiveness of the needs and feelings of

others" (Brown 207), or rather his refusal to recognize

them, the lives of other characters become meaningful only

because they represent "mistaken alternatives] to the sort

of Bildung the book as a whole is recommending" (Eigner 72).

Micawber stands as an extreme case of a "benign helplessness

which has characterized David from his youth" (Eigner 73).

Steerforth and Heep--both as victims of poor parenting (one

is damaged by the lack of a guide, and the other victimized
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by too thorough a guidance of the wrong kind)--represent

"two shameful directions that the 'personal history of David

Copperfield' might have pursued" (Mulvey 77). Including

Steerforth's seduction of David's childhood sweetheart and

Heep's lust for the woman whom David eventually marries,

each of their unsatisfactory lives is potentially David's

own (Eigner 73)--his other road not taken.

In addition to these vicarious lives, there are a batch

of people who are conveniently disposed of to Australia so

that they may not make any further nuisance to David.

Instead of getting perpetually entangled with the wounds of

his old friends from Yarmouth and the unending financial

difficulties of the Micawbers, David finds an easy solution:

sending them, with his blessing, to Port Middlebay, "a sort

of antipodean utopia such as never existed, or could have

existed, in Australia or anywhere else" (Shuckburgh 126), in

which the hopeless lives of the emigrants are miraculously

transformed into successful ones, as shown in Micawber's

sudden metamorphosis into a successful Magistrate. As

Chesterton argues, it is certainly not likable to see "David

Copperfield sitting down comfortably to his tea-table with

Agnes, having got rid of all the inconvenient or distressing

characters of the story by sending them to the other side of

the world" (Appreciations and Criticisms 132). The reader

may share Chesterton's "horrible feeling that David

Copperfield will send even his aunt to Australia if she
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worries him too much about donkeys" (Appreciations and

Criticisms 135).

In a word, David Copperfield is the story that is told

in the first person, from the vantage point of David.

Separating himself from others, David subtly manipulates the

lives of other characters in favor of himself, "to whom

things do not happen in the same way that they happen to

other people" (Engel 151). While other characters are

vulnerable, and often victimized by the power in and out of

themselves, David alone "becomes increasingly an

invulnerable figure, destined for success no matter what

happens to him" (Engel 151), and "difficulties and dangers

disappear like mist" (Cockshut 122) to secure him happiness.

David escapes from the wine factory to a comfortable life;

Mr. Spenlow dies at the most opportune moment, thus removing

the block to his marriage to Dora; Dora herself dies "so

that David may fulfill his destiny by marrying Agnes"

(Barstow 184); and all the surplus characters are sent off

to the other side of the world.

Although it is a common agreement among critics that

David's position recedes as the story progresses (Engel

151), until he finally becomes uninteresting and unimportant

(Chesterton, Appreciations and Criticisms 137), "David is

the radical center of all the action and certainly does not

become less important" until the end of the novel (Kincaid,

"Structure" 77). In a sense, he is too central to include
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other characters as essential parts of his life-story except

for "a small group of loving individuals" (G. W. Kennedy

30). Throughout the whole book, David's personality is

characterized by "a child-like ego-centricity in which the

whole world reflects or comes to share in the 'I's'

happiness" (Barstow 149).

David's consistent preoccupation with himself develops

to the extent of narcissism, which is symbolized by his

habitual looking into the mirror. As Westburg scrutinizes

the significances of David's use of mirrors (75-90),, David

sees himself in the mirror in momentous circumstances such

as when he is incarcerated in his room, when he has the

"memorable birthday," and when he has his first dissipation.

Each time, the mirror comes "between himselff and others,

causing communicative . . . distortion" (Westburg 81), and

becomes a tool for his "imaginative transcendence" (Westburg

77). It is especially at the moment David is in a hotel

room on a stormy night in Yarmouth that his narcissistic

attitude is manifested most effectively. On the beach there

are

bewailing women whose husbands were away in

herring or oyster boats . . . Grizzled old sailors

were among the people, shaking their heads, as

they looked from water to sky, and muttering to

one another; shipowners, excited and uneasy;

children, huddling together, and peering into
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older faces; even stout mariners, disturbed and

anxious, levelling their glasses at the sea from

behind places of shelter, as if they were

surveying an enemy. (760)

Although David has just returned from the seashore observing

all these "hysterical parts that everybody around him plays"

(Daldry 121), he is more disturbed by "Something within me,

faintly answering to the storm without, [that) tossed up the

depths of my memory, and made a tumult in them" (762) than

by the tragic scene he has witnessed. When David looks

through the window towards the outer world, what he sees is

only "an image of himself looking inwards to himself"

(Westburg 89):

I got up several times and looked out; but could

see nothing, except the reflection in the window-

panes of the faint candle I had left burning, and

of my own haggard face looking in at me from the

black void. (762)

David's proclamation of "the human interest" that he

says he "admitted to my breast" (787), then, is nothing but

a vain outcry, an "unjustified pomposity" (Barstow 159).

Regardless of what David tells us about his concerns about

others, and no matter how earnestly he believes that people

become much more cheerful as a result of his being with them

(704), what the text reveals is the picture of the hero who

remains an egotistical solipsist, never extending the circle
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of his existence towards others, and seeking refuge from the

world in an island-like sanctuary. The adult David is not

so far from the young boy who--at the time he works in the

Murdstone and Grinby--suffers, more than from the hard work

itself, from the "common" companionship with the other

regular boys in the warehouse, along with the consciousness

that he is put in the wrong place, and who consequently

distinguishes himself from them, taking pride in the fact

that

Though perfectly familiar with them, my conduct

and manner were different enough from theirs to

place a space between us. They and the men

generally spoke of me as "the little gent, " or

"the young Suffolker." (156)

Even though Bert G. Hornback summarizes David Copperfield as

"a novel about how, by learning to love the world, a person

--David--can become the hero of his own life" (x), it is

extremely hard to find out any clues that show David's "act

of love" for others. He may learn to love the world only in

the abstract terms.

David's frequent references to Robinson Crusoe can be

fully explained only in this context since Robinson Crusoe

is basically an account of the triumph of absolute

individualism (Watt 60-92). If David repeats images and

analogues of this book for the expression of the dangers of

solitude: his loneliness in the wide urban world, where he
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feels "More solitary than Robinson Crusoe, who had nobody to

look at him and see that he was solitary" (69), in so doing

he also explores the blessings of solitude (G. W. Kennedy

26). There is a passage where David, snug in his first set

of chambers at the Adelphi, describes his satisfaction with

the new environment:

It was a wonderfully fine thing to have that lofty

castle to myself, and to feel, when I shut my

outer door, like Robinson Crusoe, when he had got

into his fortification, and pulled his ladder up

after him. (341)

What Defoe writes, in the persona of Robinson Crusoe, in the

chapter, "On Solitude" of his Serious Reflections of

Robinson Crusoe, may be applied to the explanation of

David's solipsism:

What are the sorrows of other man to us, and what

their joy? Something we may be touched indeed

with by the power of sympathy, and a secret turn

of the affections; but all the solid reflection is

directed to ourselves. Our meditations are all

solitude in perfection; our passions are all

exercised in retirement; we love, we hate, we

covet, we enjoy, all in privacy and solitude. All

that we communicate of those things to any other

is but for their assistance in the pursuit of our

desires; the end is at home; the enjoyment, the
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contemplation, is all solitude and retirement; it

is for ourselves we enjoy, and for ourselves we

suffer. (qtd. in Watt 91)

The notion that David can enjoy his success and happiness,

comfortably sitting "with Agnes at my side" and congratu-

lating himself on his increasing "fame and fortune" and

"perfect domestic joy" (834), completely undisturbed by the

sense of death and loss which pervades the entire novel, is

"an affront, given the pathetic insufficiency of prudence or

wisdom to slow or change the current of man's life into

death" (Engel 156).

In short, the limit of David Copperfield as a

bildungsroman, especially as "the first major English

Bildungsroman" (Buckley, "Identity" 227), lies in the fact

that "Dickens fails in his attempt to depict convincingly

the growth of his major character into mature manhood"

(Anderson 10). In Hirsch's terms, David Copperfield is "a

Bildungsroman in which the protagonist's personal

development is conspicuously mixed, partial, and incomplete"

(5). In this story of David's growth, where his development

is mainly charted through his relationship with women, David

never comes out of the self-imposed, dreamy world of fantasy

of his childhood; he never perceives the world and others in

it in a non-narcissistic, objective way; and, above all, he

"is never altogether free from his erstwhile feminine

identity": an image of "a timid, bright-eyed sort of girl
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in boy's disguise, forever in need of rescue, forever taken

in hand by protectors older, or wiser, or simply more active

than herself" (Snyder 124),, and forever remaining "a

follower, rather than a leader of men" (Barstow 39).

Nowhere in the novel can the reader find a heroic posture of

David, at least as a man who is the author of his own

action, the master of his own soul. In this extremely self-

conscious story of David, which begins with the truly

existential question of his life: "Whether I shall turn out

to be the hero of my own life, or whether that station will

be held by anybody else," if David ever emerges as the hero

of his life, he is definitely an unheroic hero who is made

by Agnes. David himself admits this: "What I am you have

made me, Agnes" (812). David simply attempts to "create

himself as his own hero, independent of others' definitions

of him" (Westburg 83-84). Or rather, he creates an ideal

audience in such a way as he wants them to be in order to

satisfy his emotional needs.

In the last chapter of the novel, David--seeing himself

"journeying along the road of life" (841)--once more

populates all the other characters in his mind, one after

another, just to ask himself "What faces are the most

distinct to me in the fleeting crowd?" (841). Soon all

"these faces fade away" as if they were "the shadows which

[David) now dismiss[es]" (845). But "one face, shining on

me like a Heavenly light by which I see all other objects,
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is above them and beyond them all. And that remains" (845).

The book ends with David's invocation to this face for the

sake of his soul:

O Agnes, O my soul! So may thy face be by me when

I close my life indeed; so may I, when realities

are melting from me like the shadows which I now

dismiss, still find thee near me, pointing upward!

As Monroe Engel points out,

On the surface, David Copperfield asserts the need

for prudence and the beauty of success. But the

power of the novel comes from its vital rendering

of the beauty of incaution and the poignancy of

limitation and defeat. In its plot, David

Copperfield, is conventionally Victorian. But

essentially and imaginatively, it subverts its own

contentions. (152-53)

This text is "a proof of the existence of the self--a

Victorian articulation of a Romantic view of the nature of

identity" (Baumgarten 57).



CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

The Prelude and David Copperfield have often been

mentioned side by side whenever the function of memory

becomes the main issue in a literary study. But, as have

been discussed so far in this paper, the two books reveal

strikingly similar patterns of their heroes' development

from boyhood to manhood, beyond the generally acknowledged

notion that in both books "the writer consciously and

consistently shapes his own past" (Tracy 276) in order to

make a personal myth out of his past, "an instrumentality by

which the self is saved" (Bloom 143), or in Betsey's terms,

to make "it work some [positive] influence upon the present"

(333). Both protagonists start their life stories with the

remembrances of the paradisal happiness of their infancy,

the time when they experienced the blissful union with their

surroundings, but it does not last long since they become

orphans in the early stage of their lives. Although the

death of the father (in David's case, being born without a

father) naturally operates as a threatening force to their

self-identity to a considerable extent, it is the loss of

the mother that has a life-long impact on their further

growing-up, ultimately thwarting their development into

mature adults.

126
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Once trouble intrudes into their minds in the "fair

seed-time," the process of growing up itself becomes a

search for an object that will compensate for their senses

of loneliness, unhappiness, loss, separation, and, above

all, insubstantiality, by giving them a substantial

identity. But the irony involved in this search for the

lost paradise is that the search itself is an impossible

dream that can not be realized in reality because the time

which was lost once is lost forever in the distant past. As

John P. McGowan points out, "a repetition of that earlier

happiness is impossible . . . [L]oss is inevitable" (113).

Thanks to the fanciful tales of their early reading,

however, both protagonists acquire a proper means by which

they can realize this "unearthly" dream in their imaginative

world. As in their childhood, when they could survive the

terrifying moments of their lives by transforming them into

a landscape of fairyland, and finding a self-sustaining

power in their imagination, the adult protagonists

habitually create "an ideal blindness," in which their

painful and depressing past is miraculously transformed into

the timeless realm of an unreal world of fantasy, which

becomes a source of present pleasure to celebrate or be

thankful for. Perceiving the world and people in it as a

dream, both dreamers feel at home only in an ideal solitude

in their imaginative world of make-believe. If their lost

paradise is regained, it is only through this envisioning
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power of the mind.

But the danger of this escape into an imaginative

ideality is that it is self-indulgent because "when the mind

represents the world to itself, it will represent it

according to the self's desires and not in accordance with

the way things really are" (McGowan 118). Thus, as long as

both heroes linger in the dreamland, effacing the world

before them and making rather than finding what they behold,

they can not acquire an objective view of themselves and of

the world. Their inability to come to terms with reality is

revealed most effectively through their egotistical

relationship with and aloof attitude towards other

characters. Whether the environment is exceedingly

unpopulous (The Prelude) or crowded (David Copperfield), in

both stories "I's happiness" is all that matters to the

protagonist; I's sublimity has "little to do with love or

sympathy for others, and has small relation to human

suffering" (Bloom 149). Other characters are important, if

they are at all, as they exist for the sake of the hero's

own benefit.

According to the two heroes' own confidence in their

love of mankind, however, it seems that they do want to be

concerned about others. Nevertheless, they are simply

incapable of doing so because they are almost always

extremely preoccupied with themselves. It is as if their

need for happiness were always too urgent and strong to
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enable them to have any room to consider others' existence.

Their inabilities to see others as they are, to be concerned

about them, or to include them as an essential part of their

lives--all seem natural results of their pressing need for

their own emotional security. No matter what may be the

cause of their lack of concern about others, however, the

eventual outcome of their growth is an emergence of

egotistical solipsism, which never allows them to commit

themselves to a human place and time in spite of the

grandiloquent proclamations of their love for fellow-man.

Ironically, what they know and say about themselves is not

what they actually reveal. As Chesterton says in his

introduction to The Old Curiosity Shop--and for these two

extended dramatic monologues, too--

Criticism does not exist to say about authors [or

heroes] the things that they knew themselves. It

exists to say the things about them that they did

not know themselves. (qtd. Watkins viii)

In short, the fact that both books underscore the

"unchangeability" of the hero's state of mind, in itself,

subverts their own contention: the hero's development which

inevitably involves the concept and process of change. In

these stories of growing-up, each hero survives in the world

"by surviving as a child, by keeping his child-self alive in

the 'imaginative world' he creates" (Hornback 4). Both

heroes' experiences of the world do not carry them far
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enough from the world of innocence. Instead, both heroes'

life-journey ends where it started, making a complete circle

with their ultimate return to childhood, "where we [both

David and the poet] stopped growing," to put it in Dickens's

own terms. In both books, childhood is viewed as the most

desirable stage of human life. It is the "hiding-places of

[man's] power," "The anchor of [man's] purest thoughts"

("Tintern Abbey" 110), where "there is life and food / For

future years" ("Tintern Abbey" 65-6). And David's

experience says, in his childhood he loved Emily

quite as truly, quite as tenderly, with greater

purity and more disinterestedness, than can enter

into the best love of a later time of life, high

and ennobling as it is. (35)

For Wordsworth and Dickens, to whom the natural condition of

"life in the garden of childhood is [always seen as]

beneficent and carefree" (Newcomb 90), the main concern

about growing-up is how to dwell perpetually upon "a throne"

of simple childhood, "That hath more power than all the

elements" (The Prelude 5.531-33), how "to retain a certain

freshness, and gentleness, and capacity of being pleased,"

an "inheritance" of childhood ( David Copperfield 13). In

Coleridge's terms used in Biographia Literaria to define

Wordsworth's "genius," the main task of growing-up is

To carry on the feelings of childhood into the

powers of manhood, to combine the child's sense of
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wonder and novelty with the appearances which

every day . . . have rendered familiar. . .

(1: 80-81)

If both Wordsworth and Dickens really believe childhood

as the best stage of human life, and earnestly think the

retention of the innocent vision of childhood as the

measurement of the greatness in a man, instead of imagining

it beneficial to develop the simplified and subjective

vision of childhood into the objectified one with emotional

and intellectual maturity, it is an extremely naive

rejection of the idea of growth itself. Unfortunately,

however, these two texts are the embodiment of this romantic

belief in the childlike fancy as a redemptive power of man.

What Dickens clarifies in the preface to Bleak House is also

applicable to these two books: "I have purposely dwelt upon

the romantic side of familiar things" (xxvii). The Prelude

and David Copperfield are incarnations of their authors'

conscious or unconscious wish to resist growing-up.

Certainly, either in real life or in a fiction, it is

really difficult for a person to be virtually "fully" mature

since the problem of maturity is directly related to the

limit of human existence itself. But if a story about its

hero's growth eventually produces a "particular kind of

egoist who tried to remain in the idyllic garden after the

time had come to put away childish things" (Newcomb 100),

what does the term, "growth" mean after all? The only
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excuse for this kind of weakness may be found in the fact

that both heroes--along with their creators--were still

growing while they were creating their life stories, which

are, after all, "for my eyes only." One should be reminded

of the fact that The Prelude was not published in

Wordsworth's lifetime while Dickens, in David Copperfield's

full name--"The Personal History, Adventures, Experience,

and Observation of David Copperfield the Younger of

Blunderstone Rookery, which He never meant to be Published

on any Account"--subtly stipulates that the book is

ostensively written for David himself. Later, David

repeats, "this manuscript is intended for no eyes but mine"

(582). After all the laborious efforts of writing his

story, David might have said to himself, "who cares about

others as long as my autobiographical enterprise, 'the

compact I have made with myself, to reflect my mind on this

paper' (670) is fulfilled, and it now gives me a tremendous

emotional relief?" This sounds true of Wordsworth's hero,

too.

Literature, after all, is a means by which the child

and the adult alike transmute their sorrow into strength--

this is the simple message the two writers not only uphold

highly but also exemplify successfully in these two books.

Wordsworth's boy (in Book 5) is not the only one who "doth

reap / one precious gain, that he forgets himself" (368-69),

from the fanciful world of
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. . . the wishing cap

Of Fortunatus, and the invisible coat

Of Jack the Giant-killer, Robin Hood,

And Sabra in the forest with St. George!

(364-67)

Dickens's Signor Jupe (in Hard Times) is also benefitted by

that redemptive power of literature, which enables him to

forget all his troubles, in wondering whether the

Sultan would let the lady go on with the story, or

would have her head cut off before it was

finished. (99)

The Prelude and David Copperfield are testimony to the

assumption that "the child is father not only of the man but

of the artist" (Gilmour, The Victorian Age 80). Freud,

perhaps in an oversimplified way, summarizes the whole

issue:

Every child at play . . . behaves like an

imaginative writer, in that he creates a world of

his own or, more truly, he rearranges the things

of his world and orders it in a new way that

pleases him better. . . . Now the writer does the

same as the child at play; he creates a world of

phantasy which he takes very seriously; that is,

he invests it with a great deal of affect, while

separating it sharply from reality.

(qtd. Bell 633)
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